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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1

Overview of Ad hoc Vehicular Networks (VANETs)

VANETs are becoming more prevalent these days as auto industry becomes more
computerized. In recent years, VANET has become one of the most important research area
topics of wireless communication. Historically, VANET is the child field of the overall
Wireless Ad Hoc Networks (WANET) family. As shown in Figure 1.1, VANET falls under
the Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) division, which is focused around the idea of
operating only mobile nodes themselves as the communication network without the support
of the traditional fixed network infrastructure. Similar to MANET, VANET consists of
dynamic mobile nodes (vehicles) and auxiliary Road Side Units (RSUs). Each vehicle (node)
is equipped with a wireless sensor and communication system called the on board unit
(OBU), which allows the vehicles to do the peer-to-peer and broadcast communication.
According to the officially established Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
definition, RSU is a Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) transceiver that is
mounted along a road or pedestrian passageway. An RSU may also be mounted on a vehicle
or is hand carried, but it may only operate when the vehicle or hand carried unit is stationary.
Furthermore, an RSU operating under this part is restricted to the location where it is licensed

to operate. However, portable or hand-held RSUs are permitted to operate where they do not
interfere with a site-licensed operation. A RSU broadcasts data to OBUs or exchanges data
with OBUs in its communications zone. An RSU also provides channel assignments and
operating instructions to OBUs in its communications zone, when required. Figure 1.2
provides commercial samples of both OBU and RSU units on the market today.
One of the most important benefits among many others provided by the VANETs is
the safety and security of the overall transportation infrastructure. This means a more
connected vehicular network infrastructure where traffic information, poor road conditions,
accidents, and other important data are shared with all the participants of the transportation
environment. A central of part of providing road side safety services by VANETs is
exchanging pertinent information on time across the network.

Wireless Ad
Hoc Network

Wireless
Mesh
Network

Wireless
Sensor
Network

Mobile Ad
Hoc Network

Vehicular Ad
Hoc Network

Figure 1.1 Wireless Ad Hoc Networks Hierarchy
Disseminating accurate critical data in a timely manner has become of the main focuses of
VANET communication research. Modern cars are equipped with more than 100 embedded
sensors and their microprocessors [1], VANET’s role is growing exponentially as a
2

platform/medium to efficiently gather and distribute pertinent information. This information
is then used for safety applications, intelligent traffic control, self-driving vehicles, etc.

Figure 1.2 VANET OBU and RSU examples
Since each node equipped with OBU is capable of supporting a vast range of road
service applications, there has also been a considerable research in the area of VANET
applications. According to the US Department of Transportation, drivers in US spent more
than 84 billion hours driving during 2015 [2], thus each node’s OBU can be considered not
only as a communications platform, but an application platform with wide range of provided
services. These applications are poised to become a reality because software industry leaders,
cloud and network companies, academia, and government agencies are putting significant
resources on the standardization and implementation of vehicular networks to build a smarter
transportation infrastructure [3]. Overall, VANET applications can be classified as
road/driver safety and productivity/entertainment applications [4]. Safety applications and
communications are a primary focus of today’s academic and industry research.
Due to the high mobility and constrained nature of VANET, simple broadcasting
cannot solve all the critical challenges in terms of timely and correctly distributing the
3

information among network nodes. Network communication and information dissemination
in VANETs can be categorized either vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication or between
surrounding infrastructure and the vehicle, vehicle-to-infrastructure(V2I). V2V network
makes the direct vehicular communication possible without depending on a fixed traditional
infrastructure support, while the V2I network consists of mobile nodes talking to the fixed
infrastructure elements such as RSUs. Increasingly, the underlying communication
technology stack is allowing the mix of V2I and V2V also known as vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 V2V and V2I architectures
VANET has inherited some of the challenges of MANET such as short transmission
range, multidirectional broadcast and added some of its own such as highly dynamic
topology, frequent connection disruptions, physical interference in various road
environments, etc. Majority of VANET research today is concentrated around mitigating
such communication challenges, particularly solving connection and dissemination issues
across all layers of VANET communication stack. Before we get into the details of
information dissemination issues with VANET protocols, it is important to cover the
4

historical and technical background of the underlying technologies used in VANET
communications.
1.2 VANET Communication Layers
IEEE working group proposed a set of standards called Wireless Access in Vehicular
Environments (WAVE). It consists of mainly two classes of standards called IEEE 802.11p
and IEEE 1609. The IEEE 802.11p is an amendment that specifies the extensions to IEEE
Standard 802.11 for wireless local area networks (WLANs) providing wireless
communications while in a vehicular environment, it is not a standalone standard, but rather
an amendment to the overall 802.11 standard. This extension of the existing 802.11 standard
is responsible for the only PHY and MAC layers of VANET as shown in Figure 1.4. The
IEEE 1609 is responsible for the higher-level management such as channel coordination,
transport and network layers, security, etc.

Figure 1.4 IEEE 1609 (WAVE) and 802.11p

5

Both standards operate on top of the FCC allocated 75 MHz DSRC spectrum at 5.9 GHz. The
FCC specifically dedicated this spectrum to be used for the V2X and V2V communications.
Figure 1.5 shows how the DSRC is divided into seven 10Mhz channels each with its own
purpose [5]. Due to the initial scope of the original 802.11 standard, the main responsibility
of the 802.11p is the management of only the PHY and MAC layers, while allowing the
IEEE 1609 standard to handle upper layer complexities. Table 1.1 provides the details on
functionalities of each layer of the 1609 family standard [6].

Figure 1.5 DSRC spectrum band and channels in US

1.3 IEEE 802.11p Physical Layer
As with the other standards within the 802.11 family, the VANET physical layer
(802.11p PHY) provides an interface between the higher MAC layer and the media and is
responsible for the transmission of the PHY layer frames [7]. This layer manages the signal
coding, data formatting, conversion of bits, hardware details, etc. The layer itself is divided
into two sub layers: Physical Layer Convergence Protocol (PLCP) and Physical Medium
Access (PMD). The PLCP handles the communication with the MAC layer and conversion
of packets into PHY layer frames and back. The latter protocol takes care of the physical
medium transmission management, i.e., data encoding and modulation. Once the PHY layer

6

handles all lower layer tasks, the data is passed to higher level protocols to be processed,
such as 802.11p MAC layer discussed next.

Table 1.1 IEEE 1609 Standard layers and functionality

IEEE

Draft Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) -

P1609.0

Architecture describes the WAVE architecture and services necessary for multichannel DSRC/WAVE devices to communicate in a mobile vehicular
environment.

IEEE

Trial Use Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) -

1609.1-

Resource Manager specifies the services and interfaces of the WAVE Resource

2006

Manager application. It describes the data and management services offered
within the WAVE architecture. It defines command message formats and the
appropriate responses to those messages, data storage formats that must be used
by applications to communicate between architecture components, and status and
request message formats.

IEEE

Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) - Security

1609.2 -

Services for Applications and Management Messages defines secure message

2006

formats and processing. This standard also defines the circumstances for using
secure message exchanges and how those messages should be processed based
upon the purpose of the exchange.
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IEEE

Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) - Networking

1609.3 -

Services defines network and transport layer services, including addressing and

2007

routing, in support of secure WAVE data exchange. It also defines Wave Short

Messages, providing an efficient WAVE-specific alternative to IPv6 (Internet
Protocol version 6) that can be directly supported by applications. Further, this
standard defines the Management Information Base (MIB) for the WAVE
protocol stack

IEEE

Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) - Multi-

1609.4 -

Channel Operations provides enhancements to the IEEE 802.11 Media Access

2006

Control (MAC) to support WAVE operations.

IEEE

Over-the-Air Data Exchange Protocol for Intelligent Transportation Systems

P1609.11 (ITS) will define the services and secure message formats necessary to support
secure electronic payments

Table 1.2 IEEE 1609 Standard layers and functionality comparison to TCP/IP

TCP / IP Network Model

IEEE 802.11p/WAVE model

Application layer

IEEE WAVE 1609.1/2 layer
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Transport layer

IEEE WAVE 1609.1/2 layer

Internet Layer

IEEE WAVE 1609.3/2 layer

Network Interface layer

IEEE 802.11p / WAVE 1609.4 layer

1.4. 802.11p MAC Layer
As with earlier 802.11 standards and specifications, the main job of the MAC layer is
to provide a reliable, efficient and impartial communication channel access. However, unlike
earlier standards, the task of providing fast and low drop rate service for safety packets is
extremely important for VANET MAC layer and equally challenging due to node and
topology dynamics. Historically, 802.11 MAC layer uses the contention method for the
channel access, using Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)
known as Distributed Coordination Function (DCF).
Basic functionality of DCF is in using a Distributed Interframe Space (DIFS) time
interval to monitor the channel idle period and a back-off procedure with randomization to
provide fair access to the channel. Over time, DCF was improved to Hybrid Coordination
Function (HCF) to provide Quality of Service (QoS) support to 802.11. HCF works by
providing a schedule-based access through the mechanism called Transmission Opportunities
(TXOP) for each node.

9

Scheduling is possible via either the Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA)
for DCF or HCF Controlled Channel Access (HCCA) for Point Coordination Function
(PCF). The EDCA categorizes and distinguishes transmission services into four categories
known as Access Categories (AC). The incoming messages at the MAC layer can either be
background (BK), best-effort (BE), video (VI), and voice (VO). Based on these ACs, EDCA
uses the Arbitration Interframe Space (AIFS) similar to DIFS to monitor the channel’s idle
time period. The AIFS is dependent on the four ACs and prioritizes one access category over
the other, such as giving a higher priority to voice rather than email. Thus, the amendment
802.11p inherited the DCF and EDCA mechanisms to handle the VANET traffic scenarios.
The details of EDCA implementation and its corresponding parameters for VANETs are
discussed in later sections as part of the simulation and performance analysis. Once the MAC
layer processes the packets, they are passed to the upper layers of the WAVE protocol stack
to be handled.
1.5 VANET Network Layer
As with traditional networks, VANETs provide three major categories of message
communication, unicast, multicast, and broadcast and related routing protocols to support
reliable and connected service. The main purpose of the unicast communication is to transfer
the data across the VANET to a specific destination node. The unicast message transport may
involve only a single hop or multi-hop routing to reach the desired node/RSU. Various
routing schemes have been proposed to perform unicast communications in VANETs.
Although not the most common method of communication in VANETs, unicast might be
used for system messages such as from RSU to a specific node or a node to RSU, or some
user specified action. In addition, unicast in VANETs could lead to major issues because of
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the head-of-line blocking problem in highly dynamic environments [8]. Multicast or a special
instance of multicast called geocast might be used to send VANET messages to a group of
nodes organized by geographic region or some other application-based organization.
Multicast can be very useful when trying to limit the distribution of messages to a certain
group/cluster of nodes in highly dense areas in VANETs.
The last, but not the least method of communication is broadcast. As with traditional
networks, broadcasting in VANETs allows the source vehicle to send pertinent information
to all of its surrounding neighbors at once. When the neighboring vehicles receive the
incoming message, they will forward it to its neighbors and so on. This forwarding
essentially floods the whole network and allows high penetration rates suitable for VANET
safety messages. This eventually may lead to excessive forwarding and introduce an issue
called broadcast storms. Due to topology complexity and high mobility of nodes, forwarding
and routing protocols of MANET cannot be simply applied in VANETs. The focus of this
dissertation is around broadcast communication protocols in VANETs, specifically reliable
and fast safety information dissemination using broadcast routing protocols.
1.6 Dissertation Motivation and Contribution
There have been extensive research around efficient safety information dissemination
broadcast protocols. These broadcast protocols have been analyzed with various performance
metrics focusing on packet loss, delay, latency, etc. However, if there is an unintentional
misbehavior (software/hardware issue) on any network node using the protocol, the whole ad
hoc network turns into basic flooding mode, when every node starts rebroadcasting every
incoming message. In this case, the unintentional misbehavior is an event which causes the
broadcast protocol at certain nodes operate as 1-persistent rebroadcast nodes. This is
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especially dangerous in VANETs given the human safety priority and the absence of a
centralized infrastructure to stop the misbehavior. Due to the specific nature of broadcast
communications in VANETs, single node misbehavior could lead to significant packet losses
(up to 60%) in high density areas.
The motivation behind this dissertation is to provide a universal fail-safe framework
to mitigate broadcast protocol misbehavior. This framework could be incorporated as a failsafe module to detect broadcast misbehavior and minimize the damage caused by it. One
good example of fail-safe system design is the operation of the elevator. A fail-safe elevator
jams at its present location if anything goes wrong, e.g., cable breaks. The framework will
employ multi-step broadcast misbehavior detection technique that relies on protocolindependent local node entropy analysis as well as distributed state-of-the-art machine
learning classification.
This dissertation’s primary contributions are the implementation and usage of
selective flow sampling and flow entropy calculation in the context of VANET broadcast
dissemination protocols, flow-based misbehavior analysis, and improving detection accuracy
and stability with the employment of a binary classification model. The framework was
extensively tested using the state-of-the-art bi-directional VANET simulation environment
and varied flow traffic datasets for the machine learning classification model.

1.7 Dissertation Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 provides
important background in broadcast communication protocols and techniques used in this
work. Sample broadcast protocol design details, general misbehavior concept, entropy-based
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detection background, and various network layer performance metrics are also outlined in
Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the selection of the simulation toolset and environment is discussed,
weighted-p technique based protocol implementation details are presented, and evaluation
results are shown for threshold based local misbehavior detection.
The 802.11p EDCA method details are also introduced in Chapter 3, along with the
analytical model and misbehavior performance evaluation based on the MAC layer metrics.
The naïve local detection approach for the fail-safe mechanism is also presented in Chapter
3. Chapter 4 presents the full framework with the introduction of machine learning
classification of misbehavior traffic flows.
The state-of-the-art TensorFlow machine learning infrastructure is introduced along
with the binary classification model based on the logistic regression. This chapter discusses
in details the machine learning dataset acquisition and processing, aggregation at the RSU
and finally results of the classification model in terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F1
score. Chapter 5 summarizes the work of this dissertation along with the future work plans.
Appendix provides the detailed code of the implemented framework along with GitHub
details of the used dataset for any use in other VANET research projects.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

This chapter overviews related work to provide background on various aspects of the
research. Section 2.1 discusses the issue of broadcast storms in VANET and different
techniques and extension of those techniques as protocols. Section 2.2 introduces the concept
of misbehavior in the context of broadcast communication protocols and past work around
mitigating certain types of misbehavior. Since this dissertation relies on certain performance
metrics in terms of evaluating broadcast storm mitigation, Section 2.3 covers the background
on MAC layer details, performance metrics, and evaluation models associated with it.
Finally, Section 2.4 provides background on entropy and flow sampling methods to be used
for misbehavior detection.
2.1 Broadcast Techniques and Protocols in VANET
Out of three network communication paradigms, broadcast is the most common
method used in VANETs. This is driven by the fact that within some geographical area and
group of vehicles, VANET applications one way or another need to access and share the
same information (traffic, accidents, road conditions, etc.) Also, the pertinent information
dissemination often requires multihop forwarding [9]. There have been various excellent
VANET broadcast proposals, but many of them require very specific traffic scenarios and are
tailored to certain application. However, most of these broadcast protocols follow a common
pattern in design: usage of beaconing to get topology information, rebroadcast algorithm, and
broadcast storm suppression technique. Analogous to MANETs, broadcast communications
14

in VANETs may lead to the issue of broadcast storms. Broadcast storm is a network event
when due to excessive number of broadcasts and rebroadcasts, there is a very high contention
and collisions at the link layer. Most safety applications designed for VANETs use broadcast
transmission as a primary message dissemination method, and research shows that broadcast
storms can cause significant packet loss (up to 70%) and delays [9]. Such a high loss of
critical safety information may lead to catastrophic events in VANETs, especially in areas
with high density of nodes (vehicles). The issue of broadcast storms in VANETs has been
studied under different traffic scenarios and various dissemination protocols and techniques
have been suggested in literature
Various proposals have been made in terms of mitigating broadcast storms in
highway and urban traffic cases, and solving connectivity issues in VANETs [9-12]. The
majority of broadcast models in VANETs are stochastic, meaning the nodes have to build the
backbone from scratch for each broadcast. This is in contrast to deterministic models of nonVANET networks, where transmitting node builds the list of its forwarding nodes in
advance. Building the list of forwarding nodes deterministically would involve managing a
massively dynamic topology changes due to the nature of VANETs as mentioned before.
Overall, the stochastic broadcasting techniques can be categorized as probabilitybased, counter-based, and location-based broadcasting schemes [10]. Counter-based methods
decide to rebroadcast based on the number of various local threshold parameters such as
message copies, neighbor count, etc. On the other hand, location-based techniques decide if
a node rebroadcasts a message based on the vehicle’s range and geographical position.
Wisitpongphan et al. [9] proposed slotted techniques called slotted 1-persistence and distance
based weighted p-persistence techniques, where each vehicle rebroadcasts with probability 1
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or p based on the assigned time slot or the distance. Probabilistic weighted p-persistence
algorithm is one of the fundamental and commonly used approaches when it comes to
probabilistic rebroadcasting. To achieve maximum packet penetration rate and achieve high
coverage, the simplest case would be to flood (broadcast to) the network, but that could lead
to a minimum of 60% packet loss ratio [9], which is unacceptable for safety applications.
In VANETs, often the use of term multicast and geocast is becoming interchangeable
since the main objective behind them is to broadcast information to all nodes and nodes
decide if rebroadcast is needed. Briesemeister et al. [11] studied the multicast approach
solving the emergency information dissemination in VANETs. The authors defined the
multicast groups in sparse V2V networks by the location, speed, breaking distance, direction
and time. By using the parameters, the proposed “role-based” multicast protocol selects a
very specific region of interest and puts constraints on the routing decision. This idea of rolebased multicast was further expanded to solve not only the sparse network scenarios, but also
in high density networks [12].
The authors proposed the protocol called Inter-Vehicle Geocast (IVG) by combining
the best out of the role-based multicast and rebroadcast defer time technique. IVG claimed to
have achieved the same reliability as in [11], but without employing the neighbor
information, i.e., avoiding the use of periodic beacons to reduce the complexity and
overhead. Beaconing in VANETs refers to the process of broadcasting Basic Safety
Messages (BSMs) at fixed intervals (0.1-1 s) to help with cooperative awareness [13]. Some
researchers experienced the so-called spatial broadcast storm problem when simulating the
IVG protocol in dense VANETs [14]. The spatial broadcast storm problem occurs when
multiple nodes are selected simultaneously to rebroadcast the message, resulting in high
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channel contention and collisions. To address this issue, the authors in [14] suggested the
probabilistic p-IVG broadcast protocol that determines the rebroadcast based on the
surrounding neighbor density. The proposed p-IVG starts the message rebroadcast defer
timer only if the randomly selected number in [0,1] is less than 1 / density. The density
estimation and other neighboring topology information can be obtained in VANETs with the
help of periodic beacons. The density estimation attempts to provide the approximate number
of neighbors within the transmission range and can be categorized as a global traffic density
estimation and local density estimation. The local density is concerned with the overall
number of nodes in transmission range. This transmission range does not mean all vehicles
will be able to successfully receive the sent packets.
An efficient strategy for local density estimation was proposed in [15]. The proposal
divides the road into logical segments and categorizes the received beacons into extended
and normal. By using the extended beacons and segment information, the method avoids
using the linear interpolation and was able to achieve higher accuracy in terms of local
density approximation. Their strategy was an improvement to the density estimation
technique based on the same extended beacon concept but with higher overhead. The
extended beacon in this context means regular beacons with some extra information attached
[16].
Since constant flow of beacons with additional information attached could cause
significant overhead, researchers proposed adjusting the frequency of beacons based on
message utility and channel quality [17]. The authors proposed the Adaptive Traffic Beacon
(ATB) focused on exchanging important information via beacons as frequently as possible,
but making sure that the channel stays congestion-free. ATB uses the two metrics, the
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channel quality and the message utility, to calculate the beacon frequency interval. Although,
there is a debate between adjusting the transmit power and beacon frequency, overall,
beacons help gather additional neighbor information even in the highly dynamic topologies
like VANET. In addition, adaptive beaconing has a potential to become a standard service
employed by broadcasting protocols and algorithms.
2.1.1 Weighted p-Persistence

The core broadcasting technique used for the research of this dissertation is weighted
p-persistence. It is unique in combining both the probabilistic and location-based techniques.
Figure 2.1 shows the logic diagram of our implemented weighted p-persistence algorithm [9].
Any new incoming message is not rebroadcasted immediately, but enters a waiting period
w1. If during w1 waiting period, a vehicle receives the same broadcast from neighbors, then
algorithm picks the smallest p among all. The weighted p-persistence assigns higher
probability to vehicles that are farther away. After the first waiting period expires, if the
calculated p is bigger than the fixed value of 0.5, then the vehicle rebroadcasts the message.
If it is less than 0.5, the second waiting period w2 starts.
If during this second waiting period, the vehicle receives the same broadcast, it
discards the message and goes back to idle mode. If the wait time w2 expires, and the vehicle
did not receive duplicate broadcasts, it rebroadcasts the message to prevent the message dieout. The scheme was originally tested on 4-way highway scenarios and resulted in ~ 33%
packet loss ratio. As described in Chapter 3, our setup focused on a dense mixed
suburban/urban city area.
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Figure 2.1 Weighted p-persistence scheme
2.1.2 DV-CAST
Tonguz et al. [18] expanded the methods of [9] into a broadcast routing protocol
framework to mitigate the broadcast storm and connectivity issues of VANETs for the 4-way
highway scenarios using neighborhood meta information based on the periodic beaconing.
Before this proposal, broadcast routing protocols only targeted either the broadcast storm
issue or the disconnected network problem in VANETs. This influential protocol is designed
in a way that it suppresses the broadcast storm in a densely populated as well as in a sparsely
connected areas, and it employs only the GPS information to build the list of one-hop
neighbors. Figure 2.2 demonstrates the main parts of the protocol; through the use beaconing,
it detects the one-hop neighbors and builds the local topology. Once it determines the
neighborhood density, the protocol makes a decision to either trigger the broadcast
suppression if the network is densely populated or store-carry-forward if its sparsely
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connected. This distributed protocol uses the weighted p-persistence broadcast technique to
to handle the broadcast storm issue.

IDLE

Neighbor
detection
storecarryforward

Broadcast
suppression

Figure 2.2 DV-CAST diagram
The protocol implementation assumed a specific highway scenario, where the node,
neighbor direction and position of the cars influenced the routing decision. One of the
additional overheads of this protocol is maintaining the list of three separate neighbor tables:
front, back, and opposite. This is quite relevant for the highway scenarios, but this
dissertation focuses on the more complex urban/suburban setup, where maintaining those
tables is not necessarily helpful. Since the main objective of this dissertation is to propose a
fail-safe mechanism to detect and mitigate misbehavior in broadcast routing protocols, we
generalize the specific requirements behind the DV-CAST protocol and keep the core part
such as the weighted p-persistence technique and density estimation from other proposals.
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This generalized broadcast protocol still sends/accepts WAVE messages, makes rebroadcast
decisions based on probability p and relies on the MAC layer for the rest.
2.2 General Misbehavior Detection in VANET
In VANETs, all applications designed to disseminate pertinent information can be
divided into two main classes: safety and non-safety. Majority of research is based on the
safety class of applications due to its importance and challenges. One of the main challenges
today remains the delay and loss of information for safety related messages. If there is an
accident on the road, all participating nodes must be aware of it until it become irrelevant to
them. Many protocols such as DV-CAST and others focused on reducing the delay overhead,
increasing packet penetration rates, reducing packet loss, etc. Although all these metrics are
vital for the broadcast protocols, there are cases when perfectly acceptable and efficient
broadcast protocols fail. This failure to operate maybe caused by intentional or unintentional
misbehavior. Intentional misbehavior (attack) is created on purpose with the goal of causing
harm to the network or node. This dissertation suggests that the misbehavior does not have to
be a certain targeted attack, but could also mean unintentional misbehavior caused by some
internal software or hardware issue. The fail-safe framework and its mechanisms could be
incorporated into any protocol design as part of the overall safe design.
Ruj et al. [19] discussed misbehavior detection among vehicles and suggested a datacentric approach. The authors define misbehavior as sending selfish false information by a
certain node to other nodes to gain advantage. They proposed a method to detect specific
false information and detection occurs when the alerts are analyzed by the nodes. The final
stage of their detection is imposing fines to discourage bad driver behavior. This kind of
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data-centric analysis involves deep packet level and application layer message analysis. Yan
et al. [20] proposed the usage of additional on-board radars to verify the vehicle’s announced
position in order to increase local and global security. Xiao et al. [21] suggested the statistical
analysis of signal strength distribution to detect Sybil attacks in VANETs. Golle et al. [22]
proposed the idea of scoring the data to validate it to detect the malicious data. This
background research around the intentional misbehavior (attacks) helped in terms of
incorporating some of the helpful technique to prevent mislabeling attacks as unintentional
misbehavior. However, the primary focus of this dissertation is low overhead entropy-based
analysis of unintentional misbehavior.
This dissertation’s framework approach is showing the impact of misbehaviors (not
necessarily with bad intentions) during the intelligent flooding and mitigating it without the
application layer processing overhead. We demonstrate the adjusted weighted p-persistence
protocol with fail-safe extension to safely handle unintentional misbehavior by each vehicle.
This fail-safe extension will be triggered based on the irregularities (count, direction, rate) of
outgoing messages from the misbehaving vehicle. The framework algorithm relies on a
multi-step process to detect and identify the misbehavior: local detection based on listed
irregularities and a final confirmation using machine learning from the auxiliary RSU node.
Lai, et al. [23] studied the benefits of using machine learning for the VANET routing
information system to estimate necessary information for routing protocols. The authors
studied the feasibility of using machine learning to predict the moves of vehicles and choose
routing paths with better transmission capacity to transmit the packets. The assistance of
RSUs have also been explored along with machine learning.
In [24], the authors created a survey of node-centric and data-centric intentional
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vehicle misbehavior. They explored various node- and data-centric security enhancement
techniques that exist to prevent malicious misbehavior in VANETs. Salahuddin, et al. [25]
proposed the novel RSU vehicular cloud to serve as an operational network infrastructure to
assist in Internet of Vehicles (IoV). The architecture of their proposed RSU cloud consisted
of traditional and specialized RSUs employing software-defined networking (SDN) to
dynamically instantiate, replicate, and/or migrate services, as well as the use of
reinforcement learning to select configurations that minimize reconfiguration costs in the
network over the long term. The framework suggested in this dissertation also uses the RSU
as an auxiliary unit to process and classify misbehavior network traffic.
The framework suggested in this dissertation assumes RSU will communicate with
surrounding vehicles and will perform assistive services. Nguyen, et al. [26] proposed MAC
layer protocol that was significantly assisted by RSU, with its role as a central authority. The
authors used RSU to calculate the optimized interval and keep track of safety packet
transmission. Ali, et al. [27] proposed enhanced cooperative load balancing among RSUs to
use their residual bandwidth to disseminate information in VANETs more effectively. In
[28], the authors proposed techniques for the safety-based RSU placement by putting more
than a standalone RSU. Within the scope of this dissertation, we assume at least one RSU
unit available per area to handle the flow aggregation and TensorFlow classification.
Detection methods relying only on local node’s variable thresholds might lead to
naïve detections. During the typical broadcast, significant data is generated at each network
layer, so using modern machine learning techniques improves the accuracy, precision and
recall of the prediction of misbehavior. In [29], the authors explored the idea of using
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) techniques to distinguish between attacks and normal
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traffic. The authors focused their research on mobility information-based misbehavior and
using feed-forward back-propagation to differentiate the attacks from normal traffic patterns.
Singh, et al. [30] discussed the usage of deep learning methods in Cooperative Intelligent
Transportation Systems (C-ITS) architecture. The authors compared the performance of
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models of deep
neural network when predicting and mitigating various threat scenarios within the C-ITS
infrastructure. Contreras-Castillo, et al. [31] explored the big data techniques to process
VANET data rapidly, efficiently and cost-effectively to make timely decisions about traffic
and transportation.
In [32], the authors discussed various attacks using Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus, and proposed an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) based on machine learning to detect
and prevent denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) and fuzzy attacks. Zamil, et al. [33]
studied the threat of broadcasting false alarms in fog-based VANET and their effect on road
management systems. The authors proposed a prediction technique based on hidden Markov
Model (HMM) to classify the false content and significantly improve broadcast
dissemination. Shi, et al. [34] proposed a road functionality detection machine learning
model based on novel data aggregation approach between vehicles and RSUs. Kamhoua, et
al. [35] suggested routing misbehavior technique using evolutionary game theory.
Pu, et al. [38] categorized prior schemes in terms of monitor-, acknowledgment-,
cryptography-, inducement-based, and other approaches in multi-hop networks and analyzed
their operations in the context of mobile ad hoc networks. The authors proposed explorebased active detection scheme and route expiry timer-based approach to reduce the effect of
route cache pollution to mitigate routing misbehavior in mobile ad hoc networks. Various
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other techniques and algorithms to mitigate routing misbehavior in traditional and nontraditional networks have been discussed and introduced in [36]-[38].
2.3 Performance Metrics in MAC Layer Communications
The first goal in implementing fail-safe framework for this dissertation is low
overhead due to the dynamic nature of VANETs. The second goal is that the packet loss
should be minimal (under 10% according to US DoT). Here we discuss previous methods
that have been implemented to determine the mean waiting, response time and the packet
loss for ad hoc networks. These MAC layer metrics have direct influence not only on the
detection of misbehavior in our scenario, but also in overhead reduction attempts. Qiu, et al
[39] presented an analytical model using a Markov chain to compute functions of packets
such as the packet transmission probability, broadcasting efficiency, and the throughput
performances of the IEEE 802.11p protocol. Ma and Chen [40-41] developed an analytical
model for evaluating the performance of vehicle-to-vehicle safety related services in DSRC
system on a highway.
Their model is based on the functionality of 802.11a-based channel to simulate the
harsh DSRC highway scenarios. Most of the useful functionality of 802.11a has been
inherited in 802.11p and further adjusted to suite VANETs. Eckhoff and Sommer [42]
extended the well-established VEINS framework to include a multi-channel simulation
model based on the EDCA mechanism for the IEEE 1609.4/802.11p, allowing the simulator
to realistically provide the distinctive properties of the envisioned radio technology. This
detailed simulation of EDCA and other MAC layer functionality allows us to track closely
the delay and packet loss related performance metrics discussed in this dissertation.
Another analytical model was presented by Hafeez et al. [43-44] which took into
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account the impact of mobility on the density of vehicles around the transmitter, the impact
of the transmitter’s and receiver’s speeds on the system reliability, the impact of channel
fading by modeling the communication range as a random variable, the hidden terminal
problem and transmission collisions from neighboring vehicles. Li et al. [45] proposed a 2dimensional (2-D) Markov chain queuing model with finite buffer under finite load to
characterize the IEEE 802.11p broadcast scheme for VANETs. Their analyses revealed that
the lack of binary exponential back-off and retransmission in the 802.11p system results in
poor QoS performance during heavy traffic load, particularly for large VANETs.
Zheng and Wu [46] studied the performance modeling of the IEEE 802.11p
enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) mechanism and develops performance models
to analyze the access performance of the IEEE 802.11p EDCA mechanism. They
constructed a 2-D Markov chain to model the back-off procedure of an AC queue and
establish a relationship between the transmission probability and collision probability of the
AC queue.
Our proposed model is used to estimate the optimal threshold values to detect
misbehaviour during the probabilistic emergency broadcast. The model is built on top of the
VEINS simulator environment with stochastic traffic model and Markov chain to represent
the MAC layer contention mechanism. This is closer to reality when environmental noise is
not considered.
2.4 Entropy Based Misbehaviour Detection
To maintain the low overhead of the detection monitoring, the framework presented
in this dissertation calculates sampled flow entropy instead of deep packet analysis or higher
application layer context analysis. Entropy of packet dynamics has been studied before to
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detect anomalies in traditional computer networks [47]. Based on certain selected features of
network packets, researchers have been able to detect anomalies and show correlation
between entropy changes and anomalies [48]. The authors discussed the opportunistic flow
sampling methods, particularly the selective sampling method used in this dissertation. The
selective sampling method allows to probabilistically pick certain flows based on the
number of packets and customizable parameters based on the network environment. Due to
the nature of broadcast communications and protocols in VANET, there are a large number
of similar flows of packets between nodes. Opportunistic sampling in regular LAN networks
have been explored in [48]. Entropy as an effective method to measure the randomness of a
data set and detect anomaly has been extensively studied [49]. As can be observed, entropy
has been mostly used to detect certain type of attacks or for the preservation of privacy in
VANET communications. As the evaluation results of this dissertation show, flow entropy
can be quite effective in detecting unintentional misbehavior.
We will explore the selective sampling method to calculate the entropy using our ppersistence routing protocol. The choice of specific parameters for the selective sampling is
discussed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. The use of packet sampling for traffic analysis,
planning and network traffic management has been extensively researched [51][52]. Grover,
et al. [53] presented the use of off-device WEKA software to classify attacking and nonattacking nodes. Slavik, et al. [54] explored the idea of using black-box optimization
algorithms such as genetic and particle swarm optimization to choose the threshold for the
distance-to-mean method to facilitate the routing protocol decision. Nidhal, et al. [55]
explored the use of packet entropy for the detection of greedy denial of service attacks in
VANET using the unmodified version of the 802.11p MAC layer protocol.
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2.5 Network Traffic Classification
Zhang, et al. [59] proposed a novel non-parametric approach for traffic classification
in traditional networks to solve the issue of datasets with few training samples. By adding
the flow correlation analysis parallel to the feature extraction phase of the supervised
machine learning, the authors were able to significantly improve the classification accuracy
in wired networks given limited training samples. Overall, given the labeled data, the
supervised learning can be divided into parametric classifiers and non-parametric classifiers.
Parametric classifiers usually require intensive training based fixed set of parameters. Nonparametric classifiers such as k-nearest neighbor approach suggested in this paper, involves
no training phase and makes a decision based on the sample set. Since VANET traffic data
analysis is becoming more and more important, Shi, et al. [60] proposed a data aggregation
and data fusion framework tailored for VANET traffic. The authors employed the help of
RSU to collect the needed data, where vehicles are logically grouped, and the group leader
sends the collected information to the RSU, which then performs the data fusion and
dysfunctional road detection.
Thomas, et al. [61] proposed analysis of the already available data from multiple
sources and applying machine learning algorithms to detect traffic accidents. The authors
used a combination of supervised classification algorithms: logistic regression, bagging
classifier of logistic regression, and an adaBoost classifier and achieved an impressive
improvement from 68% to 85% in accuracy detecting accidents. They also leveraged the
multi-agent system to simulate the traffic and model the behavior of the vehicles in VANET.
El-Sayed, et al. [62] proposed traffic flow prediction method in heterogenous VANETs
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using the supervised non-parametric classifier. The authors proposed a method to improve
the QoS by employing a supervised learning model to gain insight into the possible traffic
patterns. Their model was based on refining the existing support vector machine (SVM)
kernels with a radial basis function (RBF) and produced better results than the usual SVM
and other prediction methods. Interestingly, the authors put the KVM based classifier into
the non-parametric classifier category, although it is generally considered a parametric.
Roscher, et al. [63] applied machine learning to a massive dataset of VANET
message exchanges and proposed classification methods to perform a data-driven
neighborhood estimation. The authors applied several methods of machine learning to
perform a binary classification of neighbor relationships between vehicles: k-nearest
neighbors, decision trees, random forests and multilayer perceptron. The classification
performance was evaluated on unicast and broadcast transmissions and claimed the
improvement of up to 43% compared to previous research.
Tang, et al. [64] proposed mobility prediction using machine learning and SDN. The
authors used the mobility prediction to estimate the transmission probability and minimize
the delay and relied on RSU’s active role in the proposed routing scheme. Since machine
learning methods and frameworks have gotten significantly better in recent years, this
approach of employing machine learning prediction and classification at various stages of
VANET routing is gaining track in VANETs. Eziama, et al. [65] proposed an interesting
scheme to model the trust as a classification process. The model was a hybrid bayesian
neural network that combined deep learning with probabilistic modeling for intelligent
decision and effective generalization of honest vs dishonest nodes. Finally, authors of [66]
proposed a lightweight self-diagnosis framework using machine learning for autonomous
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vehicles in VANETs. The method collects data from all the in-vehicle sensors and modifies
the sensor data to sensor messages in the process. Those messages are processed into header
info, sensor messages and payloads, all stored in specialized tables to be analyzed by
random forest algorithm with a neural network model.
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter covered the research background needed to understand and implement
the fail-safe framework. The weighted p-persistence broadcast routing technique and
implementation details of the modified version of DV-CAST protocol were discussed. Using
the sample broadcast routing protocol, this dissertation’s framework will employ entropybased network flow analysis and classify the flows using machine learning. The machine
learning methods discussed were mostly used to detect specific attack types, but the concept
of improving accuracy of the detection was applied in the framework built in this
dissertation.
This chapter also looked into the existing classification methods and models to
analyze traffic information in VANETs. Some of these methods such as logistic regression
classification and data aggregation was used in this dissertation. The selective sampling
technique introduced in this chapter has worked well for the traditional wired networks and
evaluation of that technique is presented in Chapter 4. The related research behind the
possible auxiliary roles of RSUs was also discussed. This dissertation will use the RSUs
actively to aggregate and process flow information from surrounding nodes.
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Chapter 3

Threshold Based Local Misbehavior Detection

This chapter describes the details of the first phase of the fail-safe misbehavior
detection framework. Based on the assumption that broadcast communication functionality
of each node will be powered by a certain broadcast routing protocol, the first step of the
detection algorithm will have to start at each node. Section 1 of this chapter discusses the
simulation tools available in VANET and the deep reasoning behind choosing the state-ofthe-art VEINS simulator. Section 2 discusses the simulation environment and the parameters
used in all stages of the detection algorithm, as well as for the dataset generation used for the
machine learning classification.
Section 3 presents the starting point for the misbehavior detection – the broadcast
routing protocol implementation and observation of sample metrics as the routing
misbehavior happens. Section 4 describes the local threshold approach analytical model and
performance parameters behind the main metrics of our performance evaluation and provides
the results after the simulation. Section 5 presents the first phase of the fail-safe mechanism –
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naïve local detection based on the thresholds and results of the performance evaluation using
the analytical model and simulations.

3.1 Simulation Toolset
For the simulation of the VANET environment, various traditional network
simulators have been used thus far. The simulations are mostly software based since it is
extremely expensive to simulate the real VANET environment. However, due to the
complexity of VANET environment and low tolerance for delay and packet loss, it is
important to realistically capture each element of the network. In recent years, there has been
a significant interest and development in the use of bi-directional discrete event simulators
for the VANET research. Bi-directionally coupled simulation links several traditional
network simulators via a common protocol, so that the real-time data is exchanged and
updated accordingly to reflect the real-world VANET environment. This allows each
simulator to focus on its own simulation while exchanging the data with other simulators.
Table 3.1 shows the comparison with the common VANET simulators.

Table 3.1 Comparison of VANET simulators
VANET Simulator

Pros

Cons

Trafic and network

Flexibility and real world

Feedback is not provided

simulator (TraNs) (SUMO

maps. Integrated solution.

from ns-2 to SUMO.
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and ns-2).

Development suspended
recently.

National Chiao Tung

Single application with

NCTUns is UNIX-based

University network

integrated GUI

and only runs on Fedora.

simulator (NCTUns) is a

Limited support.

proprietary
VanetMobiSim with ns-2

Flexible mobility models with

No feedback is provided

micro-mobility and macro-

from ns-2 to

mobility models. Maps can be

VanetMobiSim.

imported from TIGER

Separate simulators

database
Vehicles in Network

Flexibility and real world

Full feedback and

Simulation (VEINS), which

maps. Active community with

communication with SUMO

integrates SUMO and

support. Full IEEE 802.11p

OMNeT++

implementation. Integrated
solution

In [67], authors presented a module extension that would allow multi-channel
simulation model for IEEE 1609.4/802.11p. VEINS is an open source framework based on
two well-established simulators: discrete event-based network simulator Omnet++ and
SUMO, road traffic simulator. OMNeT++ is an object-oriented modular discrete event
network simulation framework. It has a generic architecture, so it can be (and has been) used
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in various problem domains such as VEINS. OMNeT++ itself is not a simulator of anything
concrete, but rather provides infrastructure and tools for writing simulations.
One of the fundamental ingredients of this infrastructure is a component architecture
for simulation models. Models are assembled from reusable components termed modules.
Well-written modules are truly reusable, and can be combined in various ways like LEGO
blocks [68]. In this dissertation, Omnet++ provides a discrete event simulation of the
VANET network with VEINS logic built-in.

Figure 3.1 VEINS architecture
"Simulation of Urban Mobility", or "SUMO" for short, is an open source,
microscopic, multi-modal traffic simulation. This program can provide a simulation of how a
given traffic demand which consists of single vehicles moves through a given road network.
SUMO can address a large set of traffic management topics. The framework is fully
microscopic, where each node (vehicle) is modelled explicitly, has an own route, and moves
individually through the network. Simulations are deterministic by default but there are
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various options for introducing randomness [69]. The road and traffic scenarios in SUMO
will run independently as a separate process in the host machine.
VEINS extends both of these simulators by adding VANET network stack logic and
provides real-time communication via the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI). TraCI is an
application programming interface (API) and gives access to a running road traffic
simulation, allows to retrieve values of simulated objects and manipulates their behavior realtime [70]. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 demonstrate the general architecture of the VEINS
framework and communication between simulators.

Figure 3.2 TraCI communication between the Client (Omnet++) and SUMO
One of the main issues in VANETs today is the problem of broadcast storms. In order
to efficiently disseminate safety messages across all vehicles, most of the routing protocols
are categorized into probability based and timer based. These protocols in both categories
allow the concept of intelligent flooding, where the broadcast is distributed in a systematic
way as opposed to general flooding. In probability-based routing each vehicle makes a
decision to rebroadcast based on some fixed or dynamic probability value [1]. The value
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could be calculated based on the distance, as in the case of the weighted p-persistence
implementation, or some other parameter such as the signal strength.
3.2 Misbehavior Simulation Environment
The simulation setup was implemented on Ubuntu 14 with VEINS version 4.4,
Omnet++ version 4.6, SUMO 0.25.0. The detailed implementation/code samples and
description is available in Appendix. The infrastructure setup consisted of three main primary
phases, 1) getting all tools cross-installed/compiled with each other, 2) testing each of the
tools separately with basic configurations: SUMO, Omnet++, VEINS, and 3) creating main
configurations and running them simultaneously.
3.2.1 SUMO Setup and Configuration
Since SUMO provides the real urban road traffic environment – UAH area around the
Engineering building was chosen as a default map. Fortunately, OpenStreetMap allowed us
to select the area and export it as an .osm file. Using that .osm file, the uah.net.xml file was
created as a full network map for the simulation. Figure 3.3 shows the sample portion of the
configuration file.
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Figure 3.3 Sample of the uah.net.xml file for the road-traffic simulation in SUMO
After creating the custom map area, SUMO needs to have the number of vehicles and
random trips generated, so that the vehicles (nodes) will move around the area randomly –
this gets to put in a file called uah.rou.xml – essentially traffic routes with vehicles
information. To make wireless data transmission, SUMO also provides a way to specify
buildings – in our case it is uah.poly.xml. Then we link all these separate configuration files
via single uah.sumo.cfg file shown in Figure 3.4. This is the file that needs to be fed into the
VEINS python launcher. More details on the configuration options are provided in Appendix.

Figure 3.4 SUMO main configuration file to feed to VEINS launcher.
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Upon launching a standalone SUMO to test the configuration files – the resulting
visual simulation looks like the one in Figure 3.11. Here the file is running 20 cars around the
UAH area with random trips. SUMO is mainly providing here the real road traffic data to be
fed into VEINS. Further configuration details allow to specify individual vehicle behavior,
type of the driver, etc. For this project purposes, there was mainly a need for a random urban
road traffic data with standard vehicle.

3.2.2 Omnet++ Setup and Configuration
OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation library and
framework, primarily for building network simulators. "Network" is meant in a broader sense
that includes wired and wireless communication networks, on-chip networks, queueing
networks, and so on. By itself it is not a network simulator, rather a very good platform for
building simulations on top of it. VEINS uses Omnet++ as a foundation platform to build a
VANET simulator.
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Figure 3.5 Omnet++ GUI and Importing the VEINS
Thus, VEINS initially was setup as a simple simulation model on top of Omnet++,
but later grew to include more things such as protocol implementations, VANET plugins, etc.
Omnet++ gives an Eclipse style IDE to update the code, configuration files, as well as to
start/stop/reload simulations. Cross building it with the INET framework and VEINS was
essential to properly running the simulations. The standard look of the Omnet++ visual
interface is shown on Figure 3.5 and 3.10. Using this interface, the VEINS was loaded and
built. More details on how to compile Omnet++ with VEINS to replicate the setup, as well as
full configuration files: omnetpp.ini, .ned, config.xml, launchd.xml are given separately in
Appendix.
Additionally, Figure 3.6 provides a peek at the two main Omnet++ configuration
files: omnetpp.ini and RSUExampleScenario.ned. The .ini file lists the main parameters for
the simulation such as the playgroundSize, simulation time limit, etc.
RSUExampleScenario.ned file specifies the road side unit details. In our case, we just needed
a sample road side unit since the data exchange was mainly among cars and not vehicle to the
road side unit.
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Figure 3.6 Omnet++ configuration files : omnetpp.ini and RSUExampleScenario.ned
3.2.3 VEINS Setup and Configuration
VEINS is the best if built with the Omnet++ project build tool since it sits on top of it.
Figures 3.4 – 3.8 show the most important parts in building it together with Omnet++. The
code details and other implementation comments are given in Appendix.

Figure 3.7 Omnet++ needs to build VEINS with INET referenced

Figure 3.8 Include path to properly build VEINS and INET.
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3.2.4 Running Full Simulation
First, the SUMO needs to be started as a listening server on port 9999 as shown in the
Figure 3.9. This is the server that VEINS will contact via TraCI protocol and exchange traffic
data based on the uah.sumo.cfg configuration specifications created earlier.

Figure 3.9 Starting SUMO as a listening service
Once the SUMO server is running and listening on port 9999, VEINS could be opened via
Omnet++ and started. Omnet++ has the Tkenv based GUI shown on Figure 3.10. Based on
the road traffic coming from SUMO – Omnet++ arranges the events and talks back to
SUMO.
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Figure 3.10 VEINS simulation Tkenv window

Figure 3.11 VEINS running in debug mode showing node connections
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Figure 3.11 shows the connections and messages being sent in real-time. This is the
debug mode of the simulation showing in detail how exactly each node (vehicle) is making
connections and sending the simple WAVE message. As we increase the number of cars, we
can observe visually how higher density areas start filling blue without clear distinction of
vehicle-to-vehicle individual connections. The areas where individual lines become blurred
due to the high number of broadcasts sent/received experience the broadcast storms.

Figure 3.12 SUMO UAH area simulation
The simulation was done using the following parameters. The physical area of the
simulation was 12.5 km since that is the approximate area covering around our UAH map as
shown in Figure 3.12. The number of runs was N = 3 with 20, 100, 500 cars. The application
running on the car was basic IEEE 802.11p messaging which, if any car stops for more than
10 seconds, broadcasts to the vehicles around it that it stopped. If the car receives the
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broadcast, it should try to resend it to the cars around it. The measuring interest was mainly
in broadcasts received, lost packets, and CO2 emissions for the future purpose.
The initial idea of the project was to test the basic default message flooding
mechanism of the IEEE 802.11p for VANET environments. These experiments are to
demonstrate that simple broadcasts could quickly turn into broadcast storms in high density
urban areas and packet loss increases as we increase the number of cars. Future project is to
compare two top data dissemination protocols using the simulator and do a detailed
performance study. Although there are studies showing the proposed implementations that
are claiming to solve the broadcast storm issues, the sources are not available and
contacting/retrieving is turning out to be time consuming…
In this experiment, we extend the weighted p-persistence technique adjusted to be
used for the dense suburban scenario, and study the impact of having misbehaving vehicles,
influence on the process of intelligent flooding. The goal is not to perform data-centric or
entity-centric misbehavior detection [10], but to simulate the scenario where some vehicles
would not route based on the weighted p-persistence due to some internal issues.
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Figure 3.13 VEINS simulation area with SUMO traffic

Based on the impact analysis, we propose and extend a technique to mitigate such an
unintentional misbehavior by adding a fail-safe technique. We demonstrate that using the
technique helps to restore the normal broadcast of packets during the intelligent flooding
using weighted p-persistence method with minimum packet loss. Upon the best knowledge of
authors, our paper is the first trial to handle unintentional misbehavior of vehicles in broadcast
storm in VANETs.
A part of a city district in the State of Alabama was taken as a VEINS playground to
simulate a typical mixed urban/suburban area. The map is shown in Figure 3.13. Here, 100
vehicles make random movements based on the SUMO software traffic data feed. If any of
the vehicles stops for more than 10 seconds, it sends a broadcast to all neighbors. This
broadcast then gets propagated and rebroadcasted by all available vehicles. When the
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simulation is operating under the basic flooding scenario, each node immediately
rebroadcasts any message it receives, thus creating a broadcast storm.
Under the probabilistic scenario (intelligent flooding), each node behaves according
to the weighted p-persistence algorithm described in [1] with some adjustments. Although
Wisitpongphan et al. [1] suggested a wait timer w1 to wait during the weighted-p calculation,
then wait time w2 if the first case does not succeed, adding a random individual offset to
w1/w2 improved our rate of lost packets due to contention for this particular scenario.
Overall, the simulation was run 100 times to exclude noise and other sampling issues.
Table 3.2 shows the simulation parameters used for the VEINS simulation software
along with random data feed from SUMO and standard VEINS area configuration XML
files: routes, net, config, etc. [15]. The sample area has multiple road intersections and the
number of cars was taken as a realistic number during the peak hours. This is different from
straight multiple highway lanes described in [1] and [2], and simulation results show the
impact of selected vehicles misbehaving by doing a basic flooding instead of weighted ppersistence rebroadcasting. To simulate misbehaviors, we simply let the corresponding
vehicle to always rebroadcast any incoming packet with probability 1.
Table 3.2 VEINS Simulation parameters
Simulation parameter

Value

Simulation time limit

3000 seconds

Playground size X,Y

6000 meters

Playground size Z

2150 meters
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Channel frequency

5.890e9 Hz

Header length

256 bit

802.11p sensitivity

-89dBm

802.11p thermal noise

-110dBm

1609.4 transmission power

20mW

Data priority

2

Maximum offset

0.005 s

Number of vehicles

100

Weighted p probability

0.5

Number of misbehaving vehicles N

1-3

Figure 3.14 Implementation logic for weighted p-persistence

3.3 Misbehavior Simulation Using Sample Broadcast Protocol
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Once the weighted p-persistence scheme as shown in Figure 3.14 was implemented,
we noticed that adding random individual offset to the w1 and w2 waiting times decreased
the contention, and we were able to establish a base with close to 0.35 lost packets on
average. In addition, for the second phase of the study, we intentionally turned off on N (the
number of misbehaving vehicles) = 1, 2, 3 vehicles the weighted p-persistence scheme, and
studied the effects.
When N = 1, one of the vehicles simply rebroadcasts any new message received
immediately (basic flooding), while all the other 99 vehicles rebroadcast based on the
weighted p-persistence scheme (intelligent flooding). When N = 2, two of the vehicles
perform basic flooding until message soft limit L is reached and fail-safe scheme starts the
broad monitoring for the second phase of the algorithm – classification via RSU.

Figure 3.15 Fail-safe extension diagram
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This message limit could be configured for various VANET environments and serves
as first small local step towards the overall sampling, classification and mitigation process of
this framework. The idea behind these small local and then global steps was to impose
minimum overhead to the broadcast communication and start the sampling process only if
certain local triggers initiate it. Figure 3.15 shows our fail-safe mechanism extension to the
weighted p-persistence scheme.
Once the malfunctioning vehicle’s fail-safe is triggered, that vehicle stops
immediately rebroadcasting for a period of time T that could be configured for each vehicle
or as a standard for all vehicles. Since internal unintentional malfunctioning could be due to a
variety of reasons and could last indefinitely, we only explored the optimal value of when to
trigger the fail-safe based on the number of outgoing tagged self-messages, L, and not T. As
an initial step, the idea to include only the direction and number of self-sent messages in
causing the fail-safe trigger was to include a minimum to none overhead at the routing
protocol. Local and naïve fail-safe mechanism as proposed, will only have to store and
process L = 10 messages (to be explained in the next sections) before triggering the second
phase of the algorithm.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this experiment, we focus on four important metrics that help the framework
algorithm decide on whether to initiate the sampling process or not. These are the metric
values that could be recorded during the simulation via VEINS framework: 1) total number
of lost packets, 2) MAC channel busy time, 3) physical layer busy time, and 4) number of
times vehicles went into back-off. Total number of lost packets and sent packets are needed
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to observe the fail-safe extension effects on the overall traffic in terms of losses and
redundant traffic increases. MAC channel busy time helps us to measure the time MAC
treated the channel as busy.
Overall, in VEINS this metric records how many seconds the MAC layer considered
the channel being busy. This scalar value divided by the simulation time could tell us the
fraction of time during which the MAC layer could not send any packets. Physical layer busy
time describes the increases for each frame received above the sensitivity threshold and
increased interference. The number of times the vehicle had to go into back-off is related to
the contention due to increased traffic caused by the misbehaving vehicle.
As Figure. 3.16, 3.17, and 3.18 show, when one vehicle misbehaves (this could be
due to various unintentional internal failures), the number of lost packets and other metrics
such as the channel busy time, received packets, sent packets, and physical layer busy time
do not change significantly. Then, if we add one more misbehaving vehicle to the network,
the intelligent flooding (weighted p-persistence) turned into basic flooding with endless loop
of two vehicles flooding others. That worst case scenario is not shown in Fig. 3.16, 3.17, and
3.18 since without the fail-safe scheme, the two misbehaving vehicles go into permanent
broadcasting loop, effectively taking over the network broadcasting with infinite number of
broadcasts going around.
This could lead to the issue of cascading failure, where the misbehavior/failure of
broadcast protocol in one node causes the migration of constant rebroadcast to the
neighboring nodes and influences the whole network [71] [57]. Thus, the mitigation part of
this dissertation’s framework also increases the fault tolerance of the broadcast network in
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VANETs. We believe that in the case of such unintentional misbehaviors, the routing
protocols ought to have an internal detection mechanism to go into fail-safe mode. This mode
would allow each node in case of failures to detect by observing messages on its output
channel, and switch to fail-safe mode automatically. The details of the fail-safe mode are
explained in the fail-safe description in the next section.
For studying the impact of having N misbehaving nodes, we first established a base
rebroadcasting scenario. Figure 3.16 shows that for zero misbehaving vehicles, we have on
average a small number equal to 0.3 lost packets. This case is when we have all of the
available vehicles working correctly, that is all of them using the weighted p-persistence rule.
After establishing the base, we tried to simulate a scenario with one misbehaving vehicle, and
as the figures show, the results were almost identical to having no misbehaving vehicle at all.
Then, as we include more than one vehicle with some broadcast failure
(misbehavior), we start seeing more packets dropped as in the case of two misbehaving
vehicles in Figure 3.16. The limits (L = 10, 30, 60) show the cases with self-detecting failsafe technique. As the number of vehicles increases, there is a steep increase in the average
number of lost packets with three misbehaving vehicles with limit 60. Thus, selecting L = 10
maybe the most appropriate limit for the algorithm. This limit, of course, could be changed
for various network scenarios and should be one of the configurable parameters of the
routing protocol.
Figure 3.18 shows the average number of times the vehicle’s MAC layer had to backoff because the channel was busy when the new packet arrived from the upper layer. The
figure suggests that the acceptable value of L as the threshold limit for the phase one is 10
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when the number of misbehaving vehicles is less than or equal to three. Figure 3.17 shows
the average fractions of time spent above the sensitivity threshold due to interference at the
physical

Figure 3.16 Average lost packets with weighted p-persistence broadcasting and fail-safe
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Figure 3.17 Average fraction of time spent above sensitivity threshold due to interference

Figure 3.18 Average number of times MAC had to back-off due to busy channel

layer of 802.11p. Physical layer busy time increases for each new frame received above the
sensitivity threshold; the more frames interfere during the simulation, the higher is the
fraction. Based on that, we observe that the most appropriate L value is 10, meaning that 10
messages will be allowed for the misbehaving vehicle before its internal fail-safe mechanism
bans the rebroadcasting of that vehicle for a configurable amount of time T.
Figures 3.19, 3.20, and and 3.21 show how the channel busy time increases as we
select higher values of L, and that L = 10 is the most appropriate without increasing the busy
time of the channel. As the load of the channel and contention increases, the more times it
has to back-off. During our observations, we saw that, although the average number of lost
packets does not increase significantly as L increases as shown in Figure 3.16, other metrics
such as the channel busy time increases significantly.
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Figure 3.19 MAC layer busy time of L = 10000

Figure 3.20 MAC layer busy time of L = 1000
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Figure 3.21 Average number of seconds MAC layer is treating the channel as busy

In Figure 3.19, we show that upon increasing the limit of fail-safe L up to 10,000, the
number of seconds MAC layer of each vehicle treated the channel as busy increases around
four times. Thus, considering all the data shown in Figures 3.16-3.21, we think that choosing
L = 10 makes a good local threshold value to initiate the second phase of the algorithm.
3.5 Local Threshold Approach Analytical Model and Performance Parameters
We assume that the WAVE emergency packet generation occur at rate λe according to
a Poisson process and the service times have a general distribution. Our assumption is that
each vehicle either generates its own emergency packet according to the aforementioned rate
or will receive the emergency packet from a neighbour for the purpose of rebroadcasting.
This means, each vehicle will have to operate two separate queues: one for the self-generated
emergency packets and the other for incoming neighbour broadcast packets. There are no
buffer or population size limitations and the service discipline is first come, first served
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(FCFS). 802.11p adopts the EDCA from 802.11e [67], which utilizes four ACs to schedule
arrived packets. Packets from different ACs within a node contend internally, and only the
winner will participate in external contention.

3.5.1 System Model
In this study, IEEE 802.11p and weighted p-persistence with fail-safe are used as the
MAC and routing protocols, respectively. The contention parameters (e.g., the contention
window size and arbitrary inter-frame space (AIFS) shown in Table 3.4 are configured so
that highly important messages (such as safety broadcast) falling in AC3 are most likely to
win the internal contention as shown in Figure 3.22.

Figure 3.22 802.11p back-off process/contention window logic.
Due to the nature of broadcasts in VANETs, there is no acknowledge process for the
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emergency broadcast packets in our case. Nodes are distributed randomly in a mixed
urban/suburban area with a stochastic traffic model. Our assumption that all vehicles in an
area R have the same sensing range lcs = [R, 2R].

Figure 3.23 Emergency packet back-off process Markov chain.
We assume that the queue for the self-generated emergency packets is an M/G/1
queue with λe rate of generation. When the emergency packet comes from a neighbour, it has
a probability p (weighted p-persistence) of being rebroadcasting by the receiving vehicle. We
assume this as a G/G/1 queue with average inter-arrival and service times. Following subsections provide more details to derive our two main metrics to do a performance evaluation
of the fail-safe extension to the rebroadcasting protocol.
In this section, the validity of the model is demonstrated by comparing analytical
results with those obtained from VEINS simulations that employ standard MAC (IEEE
802.11p) and weighted p-persistence broadcasting protocol [9]. The traffic and scenario
patterns are randomly made. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Threshold analysis simulation parameters
Simulation parameter
Simulation time limit

Value
3000 s
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Playground size X,Y
Playground size Z
Channel frequency
Header length
Message size
802.11p sensitivity
802.11p thermal noise
1609.4 TX power
Data priority
Maximum offset
Number of vehicles
Weighted p probability
N misbehaving vehicles

6000 m
2150 m
5.890e9 Hz
256 bit
160 bytes
-89dBm
-110dBm
20mW
2
0.005 s
100
0.5
1-3

In the model we simulate here, we consider a network of N nodes (100 vehicles) that are
uniformly and independently distributed over a 6000 m × 6000 m area. SUMO tool
generates the random vehicular traffic, while VEINS simulator produces packets of length
160 bytes at the rate of λ packets per second.
Destinations are chosen randomly, and the first emergency message is generated by a
random car if it stops for more than ten seconds. The traffic is routed to the destination using
weighted-p persistence protocol with p = 0.5. Code implementation for the routing and failsafe decisions is done at the application and MAC layer. The area was a typical mix of urban
and suburban area generated with OpenStreetMap export tool. The simulation time for each
run is 3000 seconds. We are interested mainly in delay and packet loss in this case.
3.5.2 MAC Protocol parameters
IEEE 802.11p is an approved enhancement to the 802.11 standard to support WAVE.
It supports data exchanges between highly mobile vehicles and the road side infrastructure.
The standard is licensed ITS band of 5.9 GHz. IEEE 1609 is a higher layer standard based on
the IEEE 802.11p. MAC and physical layer specifications of 802.11p are the part of a whole
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protocol stack IEEE 1609 WAVE family of standards. The MAC layer of 802.11p has the
DCF from 802.11. When considering a model for the back-off counter process, we are
mainly concerned about the safety channel or AC3 and two queues (M/G/1 and G/G/1). If the
broadcast channel is free for a period of 𝐴𝐼𝐹𝑆𝑁 ∙ 𝛿, where AIFSN is the AIFS-number
associated with the AC3 and 𝛿 is the length of the time slot, which can range from 13-16 μs,
the vehicle will immediately broadcast the packet if available from the queue.
However, if the channel is busy during that time, it will select randomly a back-off
counter from a contention window from 0 to 3 in the case of AC3 listed in Table 3.4. The
process will decrement the back-off counter with probability (1-p) if it senses an idle
channel. If the channel is not idle, it freezes the counter and waits for the ongoing
transmission time Tt as expressed in (3.8) until the channel becomes idle again. After the
counter reaches 0, the emergency packet gets broadcasted. As mentioned previously, there
will be no acknowledgment of this packet and no retransmission tries in case of delivery
failure. We use the Markov chain in Figure 3.23 to derive the probability of sending an
emergency packet in a randomly selected slot as shown in the next subsection.
3.5.3 M/G/1 Queue
Our assumption is that there is a broadcast message sent if certain emergency event
happens among vehicles, thus packet generation process is with rate 𝜆 and service time is of
general distribution due to the nature of the packet processing. We assume that the vehicle’s
arrival process is represented as a Poisson point process with density 𝛽 and thus the
probability of finding i vehicles in an area A is
𝑃(𝑖, 𝐴) =

(βA )𝑖 𝑒 −𝛽𝐴
𝑖!

𝑁𝑡 = 4𝛽𝐴

(3.1)
(3.2)
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Based on the same assumptions, the average number of vehicles in the sensing range l would
be
𝑁𝑐𝑠 = 2𝛽𝑙𝑐𝑠

(3.3)

Figure 3.22 and 3.23 provide a Markov chain diagram for the emergency packet’s MAC
layer back-off counter process. Based on that state transition logic, the probability that the
process is in transmission state can be expressed as
2(1−𝑝)

𝑏0 = 2−3𝑝+𝑝𝑊

(3.4)

𝑒

Once the emergency packet is processed at the queue and ready to be transmitted, according
to Poisson properties of probability of the first arrival
𝑃(𝑇1 < 𝑡) = 1 − 𝑃(𝑁𝑡 = 0) = 1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑡

(3.5)

Although the packet is ready, it needs to reach the transmission state with probability (1p), so having all as an independent set, we have the probability that the vehicle transmits
local emergency packet as
𝜏𝑒 =

2(1−𝑝)2
2+𝑝𝑊𝑒 −3𝑝

(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑒 𝑇𝑠𝑒 )

(3.6)

Here, 𝑇𝑠𝑒 is the average service time needed to process in the upper layer since it has arrived,
and p is the probability that the channel is sensed busy during AIFSN and can be expressed
as
p = 1 − e−(Nt −1)(τe +τwe )

(3.7)

where 𝜏𝑤𝑒 is the probability of retransmission/rebroadcast of a neighbor generated
emergency packet derived in Lemma 1. Regardless of whether it is a locally generated
emergency packet within the current vehicle or incoming neighbor packet retransmitted,
both would have a transmission time 𝑇𝑡 which depends on the message and header sizes,
arbitrary inter-frame spacing (AIFS) and slot time 𝜎, so the transmission time can be a sum
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of all the participating elements:
𝑇𝑡 = 𝐿⁄𝑟 + 𝑇𝐴𝐼𝐹𝑆 + 𝜎

(3.8)

where L is the packet size in bits, 𝑟 is the transmission rate listed in Table 3.5.
When studying the effects of the fail-safe extension, we are concerned about the endto-end delay for the emergency packets, which consists of the queue delay (either M/G/1 or
G/G/1), back-off mechanism delay and the transmission delay. Tservice is the total end-to-end
delay for the emergency packets generated by the sending vehicle and is based on the M/G/1
queue, thus it can be a sum of delay due to the back-off process, 𝑇𝑡 , and 𝑇𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 - delay due
to the queue.
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝑇𝑏𝑜 + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑇𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒

(3.9)

Based on the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula mean time spent at the queue has a general
distribution with E[X] and E[X2],
𝜆𝐸[𝑋 2 ]

𝑊 = 2(1−𝜌) = 𝑇𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒

(3.10)

𝜆

where 𝜌 = 𝜇 = 𝜆𝐸[𝑋], thus similarly based on P-K formula
𝑇𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 =

2
𝜆𝑒 𝐸[𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒
]

(3.11)

2(1−𝜆𝑒 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 )

Since each of the emergency packets experiences the MAC layer back-off delay, the average
delay E[Tef] can be derived as in [3], [7]
𝑊 −1 𝑝
∑𝑖 (𝑝𝑇𝑡 )
𝑊𝑒 𝑘=0

𝑒
𝐸[𝑇𝑒𝑓 ] = ∑𝑖=0

=

𝑝2 𝑇𝑡 (𝑊𝑒 −1)
2

(3.12)

Thus, overall locally generated emergency packet’s end-to-end service time will be
different from the service time of the emergency packet coming from a neighbor via a
rebroadcast, which is represented as a G/G/1 queue as stated in the next subsection. Another
important metric to measure the threshold of the fail-safe mechanism is probability of
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successful reception.
Due to the nature of broadcast communication in 802.11p/WAVE, there is no
acknowledgement, RTS/CTS or retransmission of emergency broadcast packets. Since we
only consider one safety channel and only emergency packets generated locally and
incoming from neighbors, similar to [7], probability of successful reception of the
emergency packets is derived in Theorem 1.
3.5.4 G/G/1 queue
Since emergency packets coming from neighbours for rebroadcast have unknown
inter-arrival time distribution, we assume it is of general distribution. In addition, due to the
nature of weighted p-persistence algorithm, packet history affects whether the current packet
will be rebroadcasted or not, so we consider the queue as a G/G/1. The exact number of mean
packets in the queue for this type is unknown, so we will use Marchal formula [11]
definitions referred in Table 3.5.
σ2s

Definition 1:

Cs2 = (1

Definition 2:

Ca2 = (1

⁄μ)2
σ2a

⁄λ )2
we

(3.13)
(3.14)

Definition 3: Utilization of the server for outside broadcasts
𝜌=

𝜆𝑤𝑒
𝜇𝑤𝑒

(3.15)

Definition 4: The approximate mean number of packets in the queue is
𝐿𝑞 =

𝜌 2(1+𝐶𝑠2 )(𝐶𝑎2+𝜌 2𝐶𝑠2 )
2(1−𝜌)(1+𝜌 2𝐶𝑠2 )

(3.16)

We add another independent event to each emergency packet sent by the vehicles. As
described in the previous subsection, the probability of each vehicle transmitting an
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emergency packet consists of having the packet ready for the transmission and the back-off
counter reaching state bo with probability (1-p), but our case would add another independent
probability from the weighted p-persistence schema. As described in [1], weighted ppersistence schema allows the vehicle to decide whether to rebroadcast or not based on the
distance between the neighbors. When the tagged vehicle generates randomly an emergency
packet due to some accident, that event can be assumed independent of the rebroadcast of a
neighbor emergency packet, but both events have similar MAC layer processing. Thus, we
have:
Lemma 1: Let 𝜏𝑒 be a probability that a vehicle might send out an emergency packet
at the MAC layer once it is ready to be sent and dij distance between communicating
vehicles i and j. Then, the probability 𝜏𝑤𝑒 that the vehicle is able to rebroadcast the incoming
emergency packet from a neighbor is
𝜏𝑤𝑒 =

2(1−𝑝)2
2+𝑝𝑊𝑒 −3𝑝

𝑑

∗ (𝑒 −𝜆𝑒 𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒 ) ∗ ( 𝑅𝑖𝑗 )

(3.17)

where Tservice is given by (3.9).
Proof: Based on (3.4), we know that the probability for any higher level packet to be
in Markov process state 𝑏0 but in our case, we have two inflows of emergency packets. First,
there is a general case when the vehicle itself experiences an accident and sends an
emergency with probability according to (3.6). Second, if any of the neighbors sends out
emergency, the sending vehicle also receives multiple emergency packets from neighbors.
Therefore, we have local and foreign emergency packets competing for the MAC
layer broadcast. Foreign emergency packets in this case would be packets coming from
neighborhood rebroadcasts and local emergency packets are those generated by the tagged
vehicle itself. Thus, 𝜏𝑤𝑒 represents the probability that the incoming broadcast from
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neighbors will be sent out when there are no emergency packets from the receiving vehicle
itself.
Lemma 2: Let Teq be queuing delay for local emergency packets, then the average
delay for foreign emergency packet due to weighted p-persistence algorithm is based on
G/G/1 queue. Thus, the mean waiting time in the queue is
𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑞 =

𝐿𝑞

/

𝜆𝑤𝑒

(3.18)

where 𝜆𝑤𝑒 is the arrival rate of foreign emergency packets and 𝐿𝑞 - mean number of packets
in the queue.
Proof: According to G/G/1 characteristics and (3.16), we have 𝐿𝑞 , where C is
coefficient of variation of random variable and 𝐶 =

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛)2

. In this case, we have to assume

a series of arrival rates and mean service rates to experiment based on the traffic intensity
during the intelligent flooding.
Theorem 1: Average emergency packet’s time delay for the incoming neighborhood
broadcast is:
𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑠 = 𝐸[𝑇𝑒𝑓 ] + 𝑇𝑡 + 𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑞
(3.19)

Proof: Based on Lemma 2, we know the wait time in G/G/1 queue for the incoming
packets 𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑞 . The time of successful transmission Tt is based on (3.6). The back-off delay
will be the same for both types of emergency packets and is based on (3.11).
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Table 3.4 Contention parameters for different access categories in 802.11p [3]
AC
0
1
2
3

Data Class
Background Traffic
Best Effort
Voice
Safety Related

CWmin
15
7
3
3

CWmax
1023
15
7
7

AIFS
9
6
3
2

3.5.5 Fail-safe Mechanism and Performance Evaluation
For the performance analysis of emergency packets, we will mainly use two metrics.
Delay for the generated emergency packet is calculated based on equations (3.9) and (3.12).
Although there is no packet acknowledgement in 802.11p/WAVE, we can still measure the
success based on the packet loss. We will then further prove the model by running extensive
simulations as described in Chapter 4.
Moreover, these two main metrics will tell us about the effects of having or not
having the fail-safe mechanism built into the broadcasting protocols. Under the fail-safe
mechanism, each vehicle will continuously monitor the network to detect any misbehavior.
Each vehicle needs the following function to determine the misbehavior properly via a
calculated weighted score 𝜔 = 𝐹𝑓𝑠 (𝑅𝑏𝑟 , 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 , 𝜑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , 𝛾). Here 𝑅𝑏𝑟 is the ratio of all
received broadcasts versus sent broadcasts per each vehicle, and 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 is the average delay
each packet experiences at the MAC layer.
If the delay average is significantly higher than the standard deviation of the delay
previously measured, that would add to the fail-safe detection more weight. 𝜑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the
total number of SNIR/RXTX lost packets during the broadcast communication between
vehicles, and 𝛾 is the number of times MAC layer goes into back-off if there is any
misbehaving vehicle [5]. During the normal operation, the first indicator of the misbehavior
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will be the excess of delay in multiples of the standard deviation 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 . In addition, to make
sure the mechanism does not detect a false positive, other input parameters will be inspected
to validate, each adding about the same amount of weight. Algorithm 1 describes the full
fail-safe mechanism with the use of the above input parameters. Refer to Table 3.5 for the
input parameters of Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Fail-safe mechanism
Initial setup
Set 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 according to (13)
Set score 𝜔  0
Set 𝑅𝑏𝑟 = 𝑁𝑟𝑏 / 𝑁𝑠𝑏
Set 𝜑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 based on the acceptable 10% drop rate
Set 𝜆𝑎𝑙𝑙 - could be correlated with delay or independent
for every incoming message
if 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦 ≥ 3 * standard deviation of delay averages
𝜔  𝜔 + 0.1
if 𝑅𝑏𝑟 ≤ 1 AND 𝑅𝑏𝑟 > 0 (received same or less than sent)
𝜔  𝜔 + 0.2
if 𝜑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ≥ 10 % lost rate
𝜔  𝜔 + 0.1
if 𝜆𝑎𝑙𝑙 ≥ 𝜆𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 (based on the simulation data)
𝜔  𝜔 + 0.1
if 𝜔 ≥ 0.5 Fail-safe = true
else Fail-safe = false

Table 3.5 Network model parameters
N
λwe
λj
𝐿𝑞
lcs
L
𝑟
𝜎
Pber
R

Number of vehicles
Arrival rate of the incoming neighbor broadcast
Arrival rate of each connection
mean number of packets in the queue
Sensing range for each vehicle
the packet size in bits
the transmission rate
Slot time for the MAC layer
Bit error rate
Transmission range
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𝐴
𝑇𝐴𝐼𝐹𝑆
𝛽
dij
𝐶𝑠2
𝐶𝑎2
𝑅𝑏𝑟
𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦
𝜑𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝜆𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑟𝑏
𝑁𝑠𝑏
𝜔
𝑁𝑡

i vehicles in an area A
Arbitrary inter-frame spacing
Vehicle density for the area A
Communication distance between vehicle i and j
Coefficient of variation of service time for G/G/1
Coefficient of variation of inter-arrival time
Ratio of all received vs sent broadcasts per car
Acceptable delay threshold limit
SNIR/RXTX lost packets during the broadcast
Total arrival of packets combined
Number of received broadcasts per vehicle
Number of sent broadcasts per vehicle
Weighted score determining the fail-safe mechanism
Number of vehicles in the range of the transmission

3.5.6 Fail-safe Local Mechanism Evaluation Results
Figure 3.24 compares the average MAC layer processing delay when there is no
misbehaving vehicle, i.e., the routing protocol is operating normally, and when there are two
misbehaving vehicles. The highest delay is being experienced by the misbehaving vehicles
and the closest neighboring vehicles, and although other vehicles’ processing delay remains
the same, this parameter helps the algorithm to detect when the routing protocol starts
failing.
Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show how the misbehavior affects all other vehicles in terms of
keeping the communication channel busy. This is the time in seconds that the MAC layer
considered the channel as busy, thus had to back-off. Under the misbehavior, MAC at each
vehicle had to wait up to one second versus up to 6 milliseconds under the normal behavior.
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Figure 3.24. Average MAC layer delay.
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Figure 3.25 Channel busy time with two misbehaving vehicles.

Figure 3.27 also shows how the misbehavior affects the overall packet loss at each
vehicle. On average the number of lost packets at each vehicle could increase 80% due to the
misbehavior. Figure 3.29 shows the same conditions, but with fail-safe mechanism active,
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thus we can observe that the mechanism stabilizes the routing protocol. Figure 3.28 shows
how the fail-safe mechanism can stabilize the time the MAC layer considers the channel as
busy. The mechanism allows the routing protocol operate normally as before, once detected
by the algorithm mentioned above. This then affects the overall delay and performance of the
system.

Channel busy time detected by MAC
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Figure 3.26 Channel busy time with no misbehaving vehicles.
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Figure 3.27 Packet loss with two vs. zero misbehaving vehicles.

Figure 3.28. Channel busy time with and without fail-safe mechanism.

Figure 3.29 Packet loss with fail-safe active and inactive.
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter of the dissertation discussed the architecture of the simulations in
VANET. It involved combining multiple independent simulations communicating via the
specifically built VANET TraCI interface. This allowed vehicle and road traffic to be
simulated separately, while feeding the data to VEINS. VEINS simulator is run on top of
Omnet++ simulator, providing multichannel realistic simulation of 802.11p and 1609.4
layers of VANET.
Also, the MAC layer queueing theories were discussed along with performance
metrics of that layer. These metrics are used in the framework of this dissertation to monitor
and accurately detect the misbehavior of the broadcast protocol. Misbehavior of the
broadcast protocol was demonstrated using the weighted p-persistence and DV-cast protocol
implementation. Fail-safe mechanism and its parameters was discussed as the first phase of
the framework to detect and mitigate unintentional broadcast protocol misbehavior in
VANETs.
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Chapter 4
Machine Learning Classification of Broadcast Communication Misbehavior
This chapter covers the details behind the final step in detection and fail-safe
mechanism of this dissertation’s framework. Chapter 3 described the details of the local
detection method and network parameters to monitor to detect. Subset of those parameters
will be used in Chapter 4 to sample flows using the selective sampling and as features for the
machine learning classification. Section 1 of this chapter describes the flow sampling process
in VANET, specifically the selective sampling process. Section 2 discusses the detection
method using the flow entropy and its effect on the aforementioned VANET network
parameters. Section 3 provides the details on the usage of state-of-the-art TensorFlow
machine learning framework and RSU’s role in data acquisition for the classification. Section
4 discusses the detection using the binary classification and provides the results of the
detection using classification. Finally, Section 5 provides a conclusion of this chapter.
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4.1 Traffic Sampling
Packet sampling techniques can be categorized as flow-based and packet based
sampling. In flow-based sampling, packets are categorized into flows based on common
packet features. If a set of packets have common packet header fields such as
source/destination IP/MAC address, it would be defined as a flow. One well-known flowbased sampling technique is selective sampling [52]. Selective sampling is oriented around
small flows (based on the number of packets) with the goal of extracting maximum
information within a small fraction of flows, whereas the other method known as smart
sampling is targeted towards large (in terms of byte size) flows. Since the size of broadcast
communication of safety messages is expected to be somewhat stable, we focus on the
selective sampling process for this dissertation’s framework.
The authors in [52] observed such behavior in a traditional university network, so our
goal is to employ selective sampling and entropy-based detection techniques in the context of
VANET broadcasting traffic. In the case of VANET, source and destination vehicle IP/MAC
address, safety message broadcasting protocol can characterize the flow. Analysis of small
flows within the VANET network will help us identify any anomalies in terms of packet
traffic, thus leading us to detect any misbehavior. This misbehavior can quickly turn the
functioning broadcast protocol into basic network flooding [57]. Selection of individual
flows in VANET will be based on the following expression:

𝑝( 𝑥 ) = {

𝑐 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑥 ≤ 𝑧,
𝑧
𝑥>𝑧
𝑛∙𝑥
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(4.1)

where n and z are parameters that can be adjusted, and x is the flow size in packets. The
probability c here is the constant probability which will determine sampling of the flow when
flow size x is smaller than some threshold z. This threshold value in our case is the number of
WAVE packets contained within that flow. In this section, we will start with some predefined
values set for the parameters of equation (4.1), then use VEINS simulation framework to
determine the best suitable parameters’ values to detect unintentional misbehavior.
As discussed and categorized in [52], Alpha flows are characterized by small number
of flows that have a very large quantity of packets, essentially data exchanges between two
communicating hosts. We believe Alpha flow characteristics of traditional networks are very
similar to unintentional misbehavior traffic explored in [11], where multiple vehicles will
have small number of flows, but large quantity of almost identical WAVE packet exchanges
between the car nodes.
Table 4.1 Average number of flows sampled under normal broadcast condition for the given
parameters of c and n and z = 1
C

n=1

n=5

n = 50

n = 100

n = 1000

0.1

3.40

3.17

3.39

3.39

3.39

0.2

6.92

6.86

6.93

6.79

6.92

0.5

10.7

10.67

10.67

10.71

10.66

0.7

11.4

11.31

11.31

11.31

11.28

0.8

11.47

11.47

11.47

11.47

11.50

0.9

11.6

11.59

11.69

11.59

11.59

1

11.39

11.75

11.74

11.74

11.74
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Table 4.2 Average number of flows sampled for the given parameters of c and n during two
vehicles misbehaving and z = 1
C

n=1

n=5

n = 50

n = 100

n = 1000

0.1

6.41

3.16

6.41

6.11

6.41

0.2

9.74

6.86

9.74

9.74

9.72

0.5

12.68

10.66

12.62

12.68

12.68

0.7

13.05

11.31

13

13

13

0.8

13.20

11.47

13.17

13.17

13.17

0.9

13.24

13.24

13.26

13.26

13.26

1

13.32

13.32

13.32

11.74

13.32

Our first assumption is that each vehicle has the same probability to send the data
packet, but later we will experiment with the weighted p-persistence added to the probability
of transmitting/retransmitting a data packet. Under normal broadcast exchange between one
hundred vehicles, the average number of received broadcasts monitored per each vehicle is
almost twice bigger than the average number of flows monitored.
In addition, extensive simulation results listed in Table 4.3 demonstrate that the
average number of flows encountered during the broadcast misbehavior of two vehicles is
almost seven times more than the average packet numbers. Due to the nature of broadcast
communications in VANETs, rebroadcasts generate similar or duplicate packets. Thus, in
this urban/suburban traffic mix scenario, it is more efficient to use flows and flow sampling
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to monitor network traffic and detect broadcast protocol misbehavior instead of performing
deep packet analysis of large datasets of packets. The results can be observed in Figure 4.1,
Figure 4.2, and Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Incoming flows versus packets
Quantity type

Normal broadcast exchange

Two vehicle misbehavior

Average number packets

21.65

90.73

Average number of flows

11.82

13.41

Figure 4.1 Selective sampling process without misbehaving nodes.

As compared in Table 4.3, the ratio changes dramatically when there are two
misbehaving vehicles and demonstrates the difference in quantity of samples vs packets
during the normal and protocol misbehavior scenarios. Due to the nature of selective
sampling and flow structure reducing duplicity, the quantity stays the same or decreases
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compared to normal broadcast exchange scenario. This is in contrast to the number of
packets which significantly increases during the misbehavior scenario due to basic flooding,
thus we choose more efficient flow sampling process for our datasets.

Figure 4.2 Selective sampling process with 2 misbehaving nodes.
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 demonstrate the distribution of sampled flows under
different parameters of (4.1). With picking the proper parameters, the significant number of
flows can be sampled without sacrificing the broadcast misbehavior detection effectiveness.
It can also be observed that the distribution does not change drastically after the c > 0.2 and n
> 5, thus leading us to the appropriate parameters in this experiment.
Figure 4.3 - Figure 4.6 show the distribution difference when we use the selective
flow sampling versus packet sampling. As was observed in traditional networks [48] [52],
selective flow sampling allows us to greatly reduce the monitoring overhead of inspecting
every individual packet.
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Figure 4.3 Flow distribution without misbehaving nodes

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 demonstrate that the misbehavior of nodes does not seem to
affect the flow distribution, as the same or similar packet come – the process will simply
increase the packet counter for each flow.

Figure 4.4 Flow distribution with misbehaving nodes
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Figure 4.5 Number of received packets during normal operation

Figure 4.6 Number of received packets during misbehavior

In our case, the misbehavior constitutes two vehicles doing basic flooding instead of
probabilistic routing. As described above, the flow structure allows us to tag a large number
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of rebroadcasted packets as a single flow based on the packet header meta data. Moreover,
we can further decrease the number of flows using the selective sampling process as shown
in Figure 4.4
4.2 Entropy and Detection
Based on the sampled flow metadata features, our framework will calculate and
measure the entropy changes using the following expression:

1

𝐻 (𝑥 ) = 𝐸 [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑃(𝑋 = 𝑥𝑖 )] = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑏 𝑃 = − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃𝑖
𝑖

(4.2)

Entropy measures the randomness of the given data set. High entropy results will suggest a
more dispersed probability distribution among WAVE traffic flows, and low entropy will
suggest a concentration of a distribution. Selective sampling setup in [48] [52] assumed the
traffic monitoring mechanism available in traditional wired networks. However, in VANETs,
without the active RSU coordination of communication, the broadcast communication will be
decentralized, and sampling needs to be done at each participating node.
We assume that in our setup, each node will monitor all the incoming/outgoing safety
message traffic, and use the selective sampling technique to monitor any misbehavior if it
gets initiated by the first phase of the framework. To measure the entropy changes
independently, we will use the normalized entropy by dividing (4.2) by the theoretical
maximum:

𝐻𝑛 (𝑥 ) = −

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑔2 N

where N is the number of elements contained in data set X and n is for normalized.
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(4.3)

The amount of incoming traffic per each node will depend on the routing protocol
rebroadcast policy, which is based on this formula:
𝑝=

𝐷𝑖𝑗

(4.4)

𝑅

Here, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the distance between the communicating nodes, and 𝑅 is the average
transmission range under the WAVE standard.
If the detection monitoring gets initiated due to local trigger mechanisms discussed in
Chapter 3, then periodically each node will go through the sampled flows and calculate the
flow entropy based on (4.3). Entropies calculated during the normal traffic without any
misbehaving nodes are displayed in Figure 4.9. Initially, we have to start with some default
values for the (4.1) and sample the flows using the selective sampling technique. Once the
normal (base) entropy and flow statistics are collected, we will start intentionally setting v
number of vehicles to misbehave. As can be observed from Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, the
appropriate value for the parameter c is c = 0.5 and the average number of flows sampled is
similar across all values of parameter n.
Misbehavior in this context means that the selected vehicle will stop the probabilistic
routing of WAVE packets according to the VANET broadcast protocol such as weighted-p
persistence algorithm (DV-CAST). As demonstrated in [11], even one vehicle flooding the
network causes a significant broadcast storm in the VANET network with up to 60% packet
drop rate. Flow samples were again collected during the one and more vehicles routing
protocol misbehavior, and corresponding calculated entropies are recorded in Table 4.3. This
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table demonstrates that the average number of sampled flows has not changed significantly
as two vehicles stopped following the routing protocol rules (misbehavior) and started
flooding the network (1-p persistence).
Using the dataset collected via selective sampling, we were able to calculate and
compare the entropy changes during the normal WAVE traffic and with the protocol
misbehavior traffic as shown in Figure 4.7 – Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.7 Entropy changes for incoming flows

Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9 demonstrates that entropy during the normal traffic stays
high and stable. High normalized entropy results suggest a more dispersed probability
distribution among WAVE traffic flows, and low normalized entropy changes observed in
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show a sharp drop in normalized entropy values and suggest a
concentration of a distribution as in the case of anomaly/misbehavior.
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Figure 4.8 Entropy changes when 2 vehicles are misbehaving

Figure 4.9 Entropy changes for incoming flows
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Using the selective sampling and entropy results, we can add a fail-safe mechanism to
the routing protocol. This mechanism, upon observing the protocol misbehavior, can adjust
the weighted p-persistence protocol parameters to mitigate the broadcast storm. Further
research needs to be done on the best implementation approach for the correct addition of
this mechanism to the existing routing protocols.
Refer to Table 4.4 for the input parameters of Algorithm 2. This algorithm will be
extended with applying machine-learning techniques in section 4.4.

Algorithm 2 Fail-safe mechanism
Initial setup of weighted p-persistence routing protocol
Start the selective flow sampling process using c, z, x
Set score d = 0
if Destination vehicle
calculate packet entropy
foreach flow f
calculate entropy 𝑒 and store
for all stored in entropies
calculate entropy change 𝑑
if d ≥ 0.2 Fail-safe = true
else Fail-safe = false

4.3 TensorFlow and RSU
TensorFlow is a popular open-source machine learning framework library for running
various regression and neural network models. A computation expressed using TensorFlow
can be executed with little or no change on a wide variety of heterogeneous systems, ranging
from mobile devices such as phones and embedded systems such as RSU, up to large-scale
distributed systems of thousands of machines and thousands of computational devices such
as GPU cards. TensorFlow is used across various modern production distributed systems and
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provides extensive built-in models and algorithms to utilize in machine learning and big data
[72]. We will be using TensorFlow’s linear classifier based on logistic regression to build the
model to predict whether the sample flow is part of the normal or misbehavior traffic. Out of
the TensorFlow layers displayed in Figure 4.10, this dissertation’s framework relied on the
top three layers – mainly TensorFlow Estimators and tf.metrics.

Figure 4.10 TensorFlow structure
As discussed in the sampling setup, RSUs will serve the role of the aggregated data
collector, thus our classification model will be running on each available RSU system. The
main function of the RSU using DSRC is to facilitate the communication between vehicles
and transportation infrastructure and other devices by transferring data over DSRC in
accordance with the industry standards. The DSRC RSU can also be integrated with a
backhaul system to enable distant management.
Based on the results from Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, we can observe the difference in
entropy values between the normal broadcast communication and when v nodes are
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misbehaving. To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly available datasets to
compare or train our detection model when various VANET protocols might be misbehaving.
In our case, each node will have to spend some period sampling and gathering entropies, thus
each node independently builds a model of what it considers a normal traffic flow.
Since it would be naïve for each node to detect self-misbehavior, RSUs equipped with
powerful processing chips and network interface cards, will perform the flow aggregation
and linear binary classification based on logistic regression. Overall, linear classification
models are considered fast and suited well for this type of low-latency classification
problems. Once enough data is available, RSU’s TensorFlow will be able to classify and tag
each flow being sampled as either part of a normal or misbehavior traffic.
Figure 4.11 shows the diagram of how the flow aggregation and data processing
would look like between dynamic nodes (vehicles) and Road Side Units (RSU). Each node
independently does its own selective flow sampling process and calculates the entropy based
on those flow samples only. Nodes continuously monitor the entropies and apply Algorithm
2 to check for the routing misbehavior. In Chapter 3, we have mainly relied on the thresholdbased approach to trigger the fail-safe mechanism during the broadcast storm [11] [14].
Threshold-based approach detects misbehavior by checking if the measured features are
beyond a predefined fixed parameter. Machine learning-based approaches use historic and
real-time data to train a classifier using supervised machine learning algorithms that can
detect the misbehavior based on model characteristics.
Threshold-based approaches are simple and have a low computational cost, but
manually defining thresholds is difficult and could lead to a high number of false alarms.
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Once RSUs classify the flows, it will send out a WAVE broadcast message to affected nodes
confirming their request to check the misbehavior of flows. According to the Algorithm 2,
once the misbehaving node receives a confirmation broadcast from RSU about the routing
misbehavior, it will trigger the routing protocol to go into fail-safe mode. Fail-safe
mechanism is a practice or design in engineering when a system in the case of specific type
of failure, responds in a way that will cause no or minimum harm to the system in use.
Choice of various further specific actions and detailed configurations of the fail-safe
mode are beyond the scope of this dissertation, but in our experiment, we assumed the failsafe mechanism of the p-persisted broadcasting protocol would stop the probabilistic
rebroadcast functionality and limit the number of outgoing messages per certain period. This
way, the node can still send out critical emergency messages out to peers, but will not be able
to flood the network by 1-persistent rebroadcasting.

Nodes: collect
flow samples

Process locally
for anomaly

TensorFlow
Linear
Classification

Send to RSU

Issue Fail-safe
warning to
affected nodes
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Figure 4.11 Flow aggregation and processing methodology from dynamic nodes to RSUs.

4.4 Binary Classification
Since we focus on the supervised learning in this dissertation, two most common
tasks in this space are linear classification and regression. The main goal of the linear
classifier is to predict a class. In our case, RSU will process all of the aggregated sampled
flows from neighboring nodes and using RSU’s on-board TensorFlow, will perform a linear
classification of whether the flow is part of a normal or misbehavior traffic. Classification
using the TensorFlow will aim to predict the probability of each sampled flow being protocol
misbehavior traffic or not. Since this classification will label each flow as misbehavior or
normal, it will be a binary classification and based on the logistic regression in terms of
predicting the probability.
The output of the linear layer of a model trained with logistic regression used with
sigmoid function will yield a probability between 0 and 1. The TensorFlow model will
calculate the probability based on X = 8 traffic flow features and predicts a success when the
calculated probability will be above 50 percent. We will be using the formula (4.5) to
calculate the probability:
𝑃(𝑌 = 1|𝑥 ) = 𝑦 ′ =

1
𝑇
1+𝑒 −(𝜃 𝑥+𝑏)

,

where 𝜃 ∈ ℝ𝑛 are the parameters of our supervised learning model. The equation (4.5)
provides us the output in the range of 0 and 1. Here, the weights are computed using the
standard formula of linear function:
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(4.5)

𝜃 𝑇 𝑥 + 𝑏 = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑥𝑖 𝑤𝑖 + 𝑏

(4.6)

Here Y will be linear function of all the features 𝑥𝑖 and without the features it will
simply be 𝑏. The weights estimated via the TensorFlow model will tell us about the
correlation between the traffic flow features 𝑥𝑖 and our misbehavior label 𝑦. During the
process of training the model, the weights will be continuously adjusted to improve the
performance metrics discussed below. Once the TensorFlow builds a model and predicts, we
need to measure the performance of the traffic flow classifier. For the binary classification,
accuracy can be considered as a performance metric:

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁

(4.7)

where TP = true positives, TN = true negatives, FP = false positives, FN = false negatives.
However, accuracy alone cannot be a good metric when working with class-imbalanced
datasets. Figure 4.12 shows the high loss metric while the accuracy achieved was 97% with
TensorFlow based analysis of the sampled traffic flows.

To better demonstrate the performance of the linear classifier, we used more precise and
sensitive metrics such as precision and recall:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
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(4.8)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃

(4.9)

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

The loss of the model in this case would be calculated using Log Loss:

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 = ∑(𝑥,𝑦)∈𝐷 −𝑦𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑦 ′ ) − (1 − 𝑦)log (1 − 𝑦 ′ )

(4.10)

Here 𝑦 ′ is the model’s predicted probability and 𝑦 is the label in our labeled examples.
Unfortunately, precision and recall are often in tension. Improving precision typically
reduces recall and vice versa, that’s why we added the F1 score metric to our experiment as
well.

𝐹1 = 2 ×

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 × 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(4.11)

4.4.1 Feature Engineering and Regularization
Like in most supervised learning environments, overfitting and underfitting are our
main concerns when evaluating our model. To the best of our knowledge, there are no large
public VANET broadcast traffic datasets available, so we experienced underfitting when we
ran initially with 10 simulations data. As we increased the data size, the loss, precision and
recall were improved as demonstrated later in this section. To further improve our model, we
employed the built-in L1 and L2 regularization methods [28]. As the Figure 4.16 shows, the L2
regularization pushed the weight values toward 0 as expected. Using the equation (4.5), one
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way we can think of the regularized logistic regression is to using TensorFlow to find the
parameters 𝜃 to the optimization problem:

𝑖
𝑖
arg max ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝(𝑦 |𝑥 ; 𝜃) − 𝛼𝑅(𝜃),
𝜃

(4.12)

Here, the 𝑅(𝜃) is the regularization term that the TensorFlow classifier uses to penalize large
model parameter weights. Figure 4.12 shows when 𝑅(𝜃) = 0 and the classifier model runs
without any regularization. The linear TensorFlow classifier that we used allows us to use
both L1 and L2, where
𝑅(𝜃) = ||𝜃||1 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 |𝜃|𝑖 ,

(4.13)

as L1 and
𝑅(𝜃) = ||𝜃||22 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜃 2 𝑖 ,

(4.14)

as L2 regularizations, respectively
As we can see from (4.13) and (4.14), L1 regularization stimulates the sum of absolute
values of the learning model parameters to be small and drives the weights of irrelevant or
minimum relevant features to exactly 0 (removing features from the model). L2 regularization
stimulates the sum of the squares of the parameters to be small and assists in driving the
outlier weights (high and low negative values) closer to 0 but not necessarily exactly 0. In
order to predict the right class for each flow, we needed to build the linear classifier model
variables in a form that encompasses influential features.
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Our proposed RSU based TensorFlow architecture will take all of the traffic features
listed on Table 4.4. Here, entropy is calculated based on (4.2) and (4.3) and the rest of the
features come from the VEINS simulation runs. For our model, we did the manual feature
engineering based on various observations of simulations and analysis from our previous
work [77]. The list of the features shown in Table 4.4 is only a part of the overall simulation
output that the VEINS gives. During the process of classifier model optimization, we picked
the features that: appeared with non-zero values, number of times, had clear and obvious
meaning, had no magic values, outlier values, etc.
We tried to follow the TensorFlow machine learning fine print when it comes to
making sure the model does not underfit or overfit. The flow samples were divided into
training (80%) and test (20%) sets and were drawn identically and independently from the
distribution.
Algorithm 3 Improved Fail-safe mechanism with TF Linear Classification
Node:
Initial setup
Start the selective flow sampling process at each node using c, z, x
Set score 𝜔  0
foreach flow f
calculate entropy 𝑒 and store
for all stored in entropies
calculate entropy change 𝑑
if anomaly detected
Send flow samples to nearest RSU
if fail-safe message from RSU
go into fail-safe broadcast mode
RSU:
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Aggregate all flow samples into TF dataset
RUN TensorFlow Linear Classifier for the dataset
If flows are misbehavior flows
Send Fail-safe message to corresponding nodes

Table 4.4 Traffic flow features for the linear classification model
senderAddress

Vehicle’s MAC address

Misbehavior

Supervised label

numPackets

Number of packets per flow

NeighborSize

Average number of nodes around vehicle

Entropy

Calculated real-time entropy of flows

SampledFlowSize

Average number of flows in a sample

NumWSMs

Average number of WAVE short messages

AverageMacDelay

Average network delay at the MAC level

ReceivedBroadcasts

Number of received broadcast

SentPackets

Number of total sent packets per node

SlotsBackoff

Number of slots during back-off

SNIRLostPackets

Number of lost packets

TimesIntoBackoff

Number of times node had to back-off

TooLittleTime

Time not enough to transmit

totalBusyTime

Busy time

TotalLostPackets

Total number of lost packets

busyTime

MAC layer busy time
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totalTime

Total time NIC spent being busy

4.4.2 TensorFlow Dataset Collection
Any machine learning algorithm relies on large enough datasets to make accurate
predictions. Since our experiment concentrated on the supervised learning model, aggregated
flow samples from nearest nodes at the RSU were considered a set 𝐹 = {(𝑥 (𝑖) , 𝑦 (𝑖) )}𝑘𝑖 of k
training examples (flows) draw identically and independently from the distribution D. We
used the 𝑥 (𝑖) as our input features and 𝑦 (𝑖) ∈ {0, 1} as our normal and misbehavior labels.
Our TensorFlow dataset was obtained by running 100 independent various configuration
simulations with 100 vehicles and RSUs inside the VEINS simulator.
Data processing was implemented in C++ on the VEINS side and Python on the
TensorFlow side. According to the Algorithm 3, each node collected flow samples during
the run and appended into a local comma-separated values file (CSV). If any node detected a
local misbehavior shown in Figure 4.11, it would immediately send the collected CSV files
to the nearest RSU. The CSV file rows consists of parameters listed on Table 4.4.
Upon receiving the node data, RSU would create a dataset to be fed into the binary
classifier model created via TensorFlow. Due to the supervised learning nature of our
classifier, our dataset was labeled with 0 or 1 to identify misbehavior flows. Our final dataset
size to build the prediction model was 210 MB of labeled flow samples. Although
considered small by machine learning dataset standards, our main goal was to demonstrate
the viability of using a binary classifier for the detection of routing misbehavior.
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Using the selective sampling and entropy results, we can add a fail-safe mechanism to
the routing protocol. This mechanism, upon observing the protocol misbehavior will cause
the individual nodes to start sending the collected flow samples to the nearest RSUs, which in
turn aggregate the flows from nearest nodes to mitigate the broadcast storm. Further research
needs to be done on the best implementation approach for the correct addition of this
mechanism to the existing routing protocols.
4.4.3 Linear Classification Results

Figure 4.12 Loss metric after TensorFlow model evaluation.
Figure 4.12 shows the loss metric when the number of dataset samples collected by
using selective sampling was under 2000. The model was not performing (learning) well and
the loss metric fluctuated. As we increased the number of flow samples and aggregated flow
at the RSU from 1400 to 18000, the loss metric stabilized and precision and recall greatly
improved. Figure 4.13 shows that the eventually the loss metric stabilizes, and our model was
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able to learn from the training dataset. However, this was possible once we increased the
dataset size significantly from our original simulation output. Thus, the model achieved an
acceptable for fail-safe loss rate, and we proceeded to measure other metrics such as
accuracy, precision and recall.
Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 demonstrate the prediction probabilities under various
test datasets. They are the visualizations of going through a vector of prediction probabilities
that the classifier model generated after training and evaluation phases. Each step gives a
subset {p1, p2} of probabilities, where p1 is probability that the flow belongs to class 0 or part
of a normal traffic, and p2 is the probability that the flow belongs to class 1, or part of a
misbehavior traffic. Similar to the e-mail spam or rare disease classification datasets, our
VANET routing protocol misbehavior dataset is imbalanced, meaning most (~92%) of the
sampled flows belong to class 0 (normal traffic) and the remaining flows belong to class 1
(misbehavior).
However, the lack of observations of certain patterns does not always imply their
insignificance. That is the reason the model metrics on the class 0 are much better than the
class 1 as can be observed from the figures and Table 4.5. Since our fail-safe mechanism is a
two-step process, where the routing protocol misbehavior is first identified locally at each
node and then by classification model at the nearest RSU, we believe these model metric
results are acceptable for such mitigation mechanisms.
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Table 4.5 TensorFlow linear classification results
Precision

Recall

F1 score

Support

Class 0 (normal)

0.990

0.980

0.990

4358

Class 1 (misbehavior)

0.738

0.686

0.711

76

0.970

4434

Accuracy

Figure 4.13 Final loss of the classifier model
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Figure 4.14 Test sample prediction probabilities
The model achieved an accuracy of 97% overall as can be observed from the result listed in
Table 4.5, but due to the imbalanced dataset, we also considered precision and recall metrics.
As we further optimized and tuned the hyperparameters, Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show us
that the regularization improved the model, and demonstrate the improvement in precision
and accuracy as the data collection got larger and regularization was tuned. Unfortunately,
precision and recall are often in tension. That is, improving precision typically reduces recall
and vice versa. Using (4.11), we also got the F1 score to give us a balance between the
precision and recall metrics.
Our goal was to demonstrate the use of fast and portable machine learning based
linear classifier to improve the broadcast storm mitigation methods. We believe the detection
and mitigation of routing protocol misbehavior should be a data driven process instead of
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relying on hand engineered threshold and configuration techniques. Table 4.5 demonstrates
the binary classification report summary generated automatically by TensorFlow and related
libraries. We believe as the data collected becomes larger and gets closer in size compared to
some of the other image and text machine learning datasets, the metrics will improve.

Figure 4.15 Final model prediction probabilities
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Figure 4.16 Precision improvement
Figure 4.18 demonstrates the model weight distribution as the classifier model
learned from the dataset. As can be observed, other features beside the entropy are
contributing as well to the classification decision even post-regularization. This further
validates our belief that the addition of a second phase to our previous fail-safe mechanism
by using a machine learning classifier with n features is better in terms of detecting VANET
broadcast protocol misbehavior rather than relying on a single entropy as a decision
threshold.
Figure 19 shows the global step learning model configuration parameter, which refers
to the number of batches seen by the graph. Every time a batch is provided, the weights are
updated in the direction that minimizes the loss, and this variable just keeps track of the
number of batches seen so far. Figure 4.20 demonstrates the fraction of zero weights
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decreasing as the model goes through the learning process, and models with that decrease
tend to generalize better and therefore give better accuracy.

Figure 4.17 Recall improvement
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Figure 4.18 Model weight distribution

Figure 4.19 Global steps/sec

Figure 4.20 Fraction of zero weights
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4.5 TensorFlow Lite
TensorFlow machine learning framework was picked because it allows the
conversion of the classifier model into TensorFlow Lite compressed flat buffer. Using the
compressed .tflite file, the classifier model inside of it can be loaded into any mobile or
embedded system such as OBU or RSU. This way, there can be on-device machine learning
inference with low latency combined with small binary size. Figure 4.21 demonstrate the
process of taking the trained and validated model and loading into the RSUs.

Take existing
model

Convert TF model
into flat buffer -

Load .tflite into
mobile or
embedded system

Optimize

Figure 4.21 TensorFlow Lite deployment process
As more data is aggregated at the edges of the network, i.e., RSUs, with the
deployment of the TensorFlow Lite, there will not be a need to have a specialized machine
learning server to send the data back and forth. Thus, performing the machine learning right
at the RSU can help the network eliminate the unnecessary latency, privacy (data will not
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travel to any servers). In addition, the TensorFlow Lite at the RSU does not require an
Internet connection (ideal for VANET) and requires less power consumption – ideal for the
standalone RSU.
4.6 Fail-Safe Framework
Now that all of the logical modules of the framework such as local threshold
parameters, local detection at the node, flow sampling, aggregation and binary classification
have been discussed, we provide the complete framework description.

Figure 4.22. Fail-safe misbehavior detection and mitigation schema
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Actual protocol implementation, detection, flow sampling, machine learning
classification code in C++, Python, and PHP can be found in Appendix of this dissertation.
As can be observed from the Figure 4.22, each node will have the OBU system with local
detector program running. This program is implemented based on the Chapter 3 local
threshold and entropy analysis design. This detector program can be implemented as a light
weight service and triggers the flow sampling if it sees threshold parameters exceeding
normal values. The flow sampling program is also a light weight service program with the
sole purpose of sampling flows and reporting back to the detector. The rest of the nodes’
OBUs are assumed to have the same setup as the Node 1 shown in the Figure 4.22.
The detector using the flow samples then calculates the entropy and determines of
further actions are needed. If based on the entropy values calculated, it determines that
further verification from the RSU classifier is needed – OBU sends a service request to the
RSU via its representational state transfer (RESTful) service. Almost all applications today
provide RESTful service, so the OBU and RSU can. The details of the logical schema behind
of OBU’s local detector and flow sampler submodules are shown in Figure 4.23.
REST is a software architectural style defining a list of constraints usually reserved
for Internet web services. RESTful services if designed properly are meant to provide
interoperability between computer systems on the Internet [78]. In the context of VANETs,
these RESTful RSU or V2I services would allow the requesting systems access to resources
on the server (RSU in this case) via a uniform and predefined set of stateless operations.
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Figure 4.23 Node’s local detection schema
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In VANETs, there are wide range of broadcast protocols and each of them might
communicate to RSU in a different way, but that is the idea behind having the fail-safe
mechanism built-in in any protocol that would rely on interoperability of the V2I
communication via RESTful services.
This RESTful service includes a standard WAVE message asking to verify and the
flow samples. If the verification service is requested, the flow processor submodule of RSU
will start processing the incoming flows and initiates the TensorFlow Lite classifier to
perform a binary classification on certain flows. Once the misbehavior has been classified,
the RSU sends back the reply confirming or denying the misbehavior occurrence back to the
node. If the classifier detects that the flow is representative of the normal broadcast traffic,
then it will reply <NO> via the standard WAVE message and continue to operate as before.
The details of the logical schema behind the RSU’s submodules are demonstrated in
Figure 4.24. Although the assumption is that the modern RSUs will be equipped with fairly
powerful processing powers and will be of stationary nature, most of the components of the
RSU listed in Figure 4.22 will not be resource hungry. The exported TensorFlow Lite binary
is designed to be loaded into tiny embedded systems with the corresponding limited
computing powers. The processed flows can be stored in a simple CSV file or in some kind
of light database system such as SQLite, which is a very compact database engine weighing
less than 600 KiB with all the features enabled [79].
Also, the RSU’s flow processing service will be RESTful as discussed earlier, thus
will be stateless (requires no request history) and will have a uniform interface similar to
Web servers.
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Figure 4.24 RSU fail-safe mechanism schema
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This design will allow the service to have more than one instance if necessary as shown in
Figure 4.22 and load-balancing schemas can be implemented. The optimization and services
scale management of the RSUs is beyond the scope of this dissertation and might be
considered for future research.
The last step of the RSU’s logical schema shows the configurable option of informing
the node’s neighbors in case of the broadcast protocol misbehavior. This can be enabled or
specified in the fail-safe mechanism implementation for each protocol. In the future,
broadcast protocols can add the fail-safe mechanism framework described in this dissertation
as a safety or fault tolerance feature. Upon receiving the reply from the RSU classifier that
the broadcast misbehavior is occurring, each node checks if it is the source based on the
MAC address and other details of the flows sent. If it is the source, then two simplest
configurable options would be to restart the broadcast protocol or specify a silence period
during which the node does not rebroadcast, but only can unicast or accept incoming
messages. More complex configuration scenarios are beyond the scope of this dissertation
and can be further researched in the future.
4.7 General Fault Management
As discussed throughout the dissertation, the highly dynamic nature of VANETs
carries the frequent change of topology, limited resources due to OBU and mobility, and
other network layer and protocol related issues. All these challenges significantly increase
the probability of various faults at all system levels, which in turn affects the quality of
network services performed. Arantes, et al. [80] have explored the challenges of failure
detection in MANETs, and discussed failure detection as an important abstraction for the
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development of fault-tolerant services. Even though the overall hardware issues of modern
vehicles are complex and not the focus of this dissertation, the broadcast protocol
misbehavior has a direct influence on the overall network stack behavior in VANETs. Just as
the overall reliability of the network is an important indicator of the performance of
WANETs [81], the broadcast protocol reliability is an important index for evaluating the
performance of VANETs.
In the context of broadcast protocol reliability evaluation, this dissertation focuses on
the DSRC and MAC layer broadcast protocol reliability. As authors in [82] pointed out, not
all VANET broadcasts are the same and there are a wide range of broadcast protocols, but
most of those protocols are aimed at solving specific issues in VANET broadcasting. Thus,
there is no feasible solution in trying to design fault-tolerance suitable for that wide range of
broadcast protocols, that is the prerogative of the each broadcast protocol. Instead, the goal of
this dissertation’s framework is creating a universal module based fail-safe system to
improve the overall reliability performance of broadcast protocols. Another research focus
area in terms of using detection and misbehavior has been the security, i.e., intrusion
detections, attack detection and mitigation schemas.
The goal of the fail-safe framework designed in this dissertation is not to duplicate the
broadcast protocol or other lower/higher layer functionalities such as congestion control,
transport reliability, connectivity issues, etc., but rather to provide a very light weight failsafe module that can be enabled independent of both OBU/RSU and broadcast protocol(s)
used for that network.
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That is why it was important to make the post-detection action to be configurable as
possible. Each broadcast protocol designer/implementor will have a choice of post-detection
actions to adjust to various VANET environments. This hopefully will lead to wider adoption
of this light weight module in modern OBUs and RSUs.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter provided the details of the final steps in the detection of broadcast
protocol misbehavior and fail-safe framework implementation. This chapter also introduced
the concept of employing machine learning based binary classifier using the state-of-the-art
TensorFlow framework. Since the classifiers rely on large datasets for its accuracy, the
network traffic flow sampling process in VANETs was described and detection using the
flow entropy was also demonstrated. Finally, the fail-safe mechanism was described and
framework implementation logical schemas were provided and described. The software code
and hardware implementation details of the specified framework can be found in the
Appendix of this dissertation.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

Broadcast communications and protocols in VANETs have a great potential to
significantly improve the passenger/road safety. V2V and V2I communications will enable
smarter transportation infrastructures and solving the broadcast challenges of VANETs is a
major step toward that. Over the last decade, there have been wide range of proposals in
broadcast protocol design in VANETs. There are some generic ones such as probabilistic
DV-CAST protocol based on the influential weighted p-persistence that aim to solve the
issues of disconnected nodes and broadcast storms. There are some that solve very specific
VANET problems such as traffic efficiency, traffic condition warning, pre-crash sensing, etc.
[83]. However, one important issue to be solved among these protocols is the issue of
unintentional misbehavior (fault) in the operation of those protocols.
As demonstrated in [57], such misbehavior can quickly turn the intelligent broadcast
protocol operated network into basic flooding, leading to a packet loss of up to 70% and
significant increase in delays. In VANETs, such high losses and delays could endanger the
safety of human lives and/or cause the collapse of smart transportation infrastructures. This
dissertation proposes the light weight fail-safe framework aimed at solving such challenges.
The implementation of the framework is not meant to be another or improvement of a
specific broadcast protocol or duplicate the functionalities of those protocols or network
layers. The idea behind the fail-safe framework is to have a configurable light weight module
enabled in those broadcast protocols.
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This fail-safe framework relies on the local node-based detection of the misbehavior
and RSU assisted confirmation of the detection. The local detection at the node involves ondemand flow sampling process, triggered by the above the threshold values such as MAC
layer delay, packet loss, MAC channel busy time, etc. Above the normal threshold values
will trigger the flow sampling process, thus reducing the overhead of constantly monitoring
the network traffic at each node. Once the flows are sampled using the selective sampling
process, which provides maximum detection information with a smaller number of flows, the
entropy is calculated for the sampled flows. If the entropy values are stable and closer to one,
then the node stops the sampling process and continues its operation. If the entropy values
indicate some anomaly and misbehavior, then those sampled flows are sent to the nearest
RSUs for further processing by the machine learning classification algorithm.
The RSUs will use the state-of-the-art TensorFlow and TensorFlow Lite machine
learning tools to perform a binary classification of whether flows indicate misbehavior or not
using the aggregated historical and current data. This classification will complete the
detection of the misbehavior and a message will be sent to the requesting node with the
corresponding response. The post-detection actions are meant to be a configurable set of
actions to decrease the harm caused by the unintentional misbehavior and/or shutdown
gracefully. The exact set of actions are left to the judgement of the broadcast protocol
designers and OBU administrators, because each might require custom actions and different
VANET environments have different demands.
Under extensive simulations using the state-of-the-art bi-directionally coupled VEINS
simulator, the framework performed well and achieved promising accuracy, precision and
recall values. For the RSU assisted phase of the detection algorithm, more data is preferred
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and hopefully will lead to open VANET network traffic datasets as the machine learning
classification performs better and better as the dataset grows.
The future improvements to the framework should include adding more of the stable
versions of the developed broadcast protocols in order to do the performance evaluation
under various protocols. The addition of the broadcast protocol implementations requires
significant software development time, since the majority of the researchers proposing the
protocols do not publish the protocol implementation code. Publishing the protocol
implementation and network traffic data would lead to significant improvements in the
design of better broadcast protocols in VANET. The ultimate goal of the framework is to be
broadcast protocol-independent and flexible to all VANET environments.
Another area of improvement is the performance evaluation of the RSU assisted
detection confirmation by implementing and comparing different supervised machine
learning methods beside the logistic regression – SVM, decision trees, and possibly neural
networks. Thus, the top performing algorithms could be added as another set of configurable
options to the fail-safe framework, increasing the flexibility to work under different protocols
and VANET environments. The machine learning research is growing quickly today and
hopefully will lead to significant improvements in the area of broadcast communications
research in VANETs.
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APPENDIX
Framework Software implementation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

#include "veins/modules/application/traci/TraCIDemo11p.h"
using Veins::TraCIMobilityAccess;
using Veins::AnnotationManagerAccess;
const simsignalwrap_t TraCIDemo11p::parkingStateChangedSignal = simsignalwrap_t(TRA
CI_SIGNAL_PARKING_CHANGE_NAME);

7.
8. Define_Module(TraCIDemo11p);
9.
10. void TraCIDemo11p::initialize(int stage) {
11.
BaseWaveApplLayer::initialize(stage);
12.
if (stage == 0) {
13.
14.
mobility = TraCIMobilityAccess().get(getParentModule());
15.
traci = mobility->getCommandInterface();
16.
traciVehicle = mobility->getVehicleCommandInterface();
17.
annotations = AnnotationManagerAccess().getIfExists();
18.
ASSERT(annotations);
19.
20.
sentMessage = false;
21.
lastDroveAt = simTime();
22.
findHost()->subscribe(parkingStateChangedSignal, this);
23.
isParking = false;
24.
sendWhileParking = par("sendWhileParking").boolValue();
25.
26.
wait1_done = 0;
27.
wait2_done = 0;
28.
discard = 0;
29.
30.
//std::cout << "Vehicle : " << mobility>getExternalId() << " is born at " << simTime().dbl() << endl;
31.
}
32. }
33.
34. void TraCIDemo11p::finish()
35. {
36.
//std::cout << "Vehicle : " << mobility>getExternalId() << "
Number of inflows : " << in_flows.size() << endl;
37.
38.
recordScalar("NumberOfBeacons", numBeacons);
39.
recordScalar("NumberOfWSMs", numWSMs);
40.
recordScalar("ForcedBroadcastMessages", numForcedMsgs);
41.
42.
recordScalar("NeighborDensity", neighborDensity());
43.
recordScalar("NumberOfNeighbors", neighbors.size());
44.
recordScalar("NumberOfIncomingFlows", in_flows.size());
45.
46.
flowNumPackets();
47.
48.
recordScalar("NumberOfSampledFlows", sampled_flow.size());
49.
50.
mapFrequencies();
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51.
52.
recordScalar("FlowEntropy", calcEntropy());
53.
54.
// create a "flow_ID.csv file that can be merged amongts all cars
55.
56.
logFlows();
57. }
58.
59. void TraCIDemo11p::handleSelfMsg(cMessage* msg)
60. {
61.
double p_ij = 0; // weightedPersistence probability
62.
63.
64.
if(wait1_q.size() > 0) // if there is anything to process in the wait1 queue
65.
{
66.
WaveShortMessage *mywsm = wait1_q.front();
67.
68.
69.
70.
p_ij = minPij(mywsm);
pick smallest pij among duplicates
71.
72.
if (p_ij > p_ij_limit && discard == 0)
73.
{
74.
numWSMs++;
75.
76.
Coord currentPosition = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
77.
mywsm->setSenderPos(currentPosition);
78.
79.
sendDown(mywsm->dup());
80.
81.
}
82.
else
83.
{
84.
85.
scheduleAt(simTime() + 0.003 + individualOffset, new cMessage); // lets
86.
wait2_q.push(mywsm);
87.
}
88.
89.
wait1_q.pop(); // processed this wsm - so remote it
90.
}
91.
92.
if(wait2_q.size() > 0)
93.
{
94.
WaveShortMessage *mywsm = wait2_q.front();
95.
// check if there any new messages with this wsmid
96.
if ( dupWsmCount(mywsm) > 1 ){
97.
p_ij = 0;
98.
}
99.
else
100.
p_ij = 1; // force rebroadcast
101.
102.
// force rebroadcast to guarantee 100% reachability
103.
if (p_ij == 1 && discard == 0)
104.
{
105.
numWSMs++;
106.
107.
Coord currentPosition = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
108.
mywsm->setSenderPos(currentPosition);
109.
110.
sendDown(mywsm->dup());
111.
numForcedMsgs++;
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112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.

}
wait2_q.pop();
}
}
void TraCIDemo11p::onData(WaveShortMessage* wsm) {
std::string iflow;
double distance = 0.0;
int int_distance = 0;
Coord wsm_pos;
int node_address = 0;
wsm_pos = wsm->getSenderPos();
distance = nodeDistance(wsm_pos);
int_distance = (int)distance;
if(distance <= max_r)
{
node_address = wsm->getSenderAddress();
// add to my neighbors list

137.

ret = neighbors.insert(std::pair<int,int> (node_address, int_distance));

138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

}

findHost()->getDisplayString().updateWith("r=16,green");
annotations->scheduleErase(1, annotations->drawLine(wsm->getSenderPos(), mobility>getPositionAt(simTime()), "blue"));
if (mobility->getRoadId()[0] != ':') traciVehicle->changeRoute(wsm>getWsmData(), 9999);

145.
146.
147.
148.

msg_log.push_back(*wsm); // add this new message to a msg log
// flow tagging and sampling logic we are initially tagging all incoming traffic

149.
150.
// ****** let's build the "unique" flow ID string to put into set ******
**
151.
152.
iflow.append( mobility->getExternalId() );
153.
iflow.append(","); // making it csv
154.
iflow.append(std::to_string( wsm->getWsmid() )); // original source
155.
iflow.append(",");
156.
iflow.append(std::to_string( wsm>getSenderAddress() )); // rebroadcast source
157.
158.
//std::cout << "flow ID: " << iflow << endl; 52,31, 30
159.
160.
//MALICIOUS NODE - rebroadcast if one of the 2+ misbehaving nodes
161.
162.
if(
163.
mobility->getExternalId() == "28" || mobility>getExternalId() == "38"
164.
)
165.
{
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166.

// for dataset purposes of ML we will mark the misbehavior flows as such
167.
iflow.append(",1");
168.
in_flows[iflow]++; // we need to count how many packets with the sam
e flow ID - essence of flow vs packet
169.
170.
171.
Coord currentPosition = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
172.
wsm->setSenderPos(currentPosition);
173.
wsm->setSenderAddress(stoi(mobility->getExternalId()));
174.
175.
if(myDupWsmCount(wsm) < 5000)
176.
{
177.
sendDown(wsm->dup());
178.
}
179.
}
180.
else
181.
{
182.
183.
iflow.append(",0");
184.
185.
in_flows[iflow]++; // we need to count how many packets with the same fl
ow ID - essence of flow vs packet
186.
187.
188.
if ( dupWsmCount(wsm) > 1) // discard immediately
189.
{
190.
discard = 1;
191.
//std::cout << "Vehicle : " << mobility>getExternalId() << " Discarding... wsmID : "<< wsm>getWsmid() << " count : " << dupWsmCount(wsm) << std::endl;
192.
}
193.
194.
if(discard == 0)
195.
{
196.
//std::cout << "Vehicle : " << mobility>getExternalId() << " Scheduling ... wsmID : "<< wsm->getWsmid() << std::endl;
197.
198.
WaveShortMessage *nwsm = new WaveShortMessage(*wsm);
199.
200.
wait1_q.push(nwsm); // create FIFO scheduling all incoming come as FIFO
201.
202.
//std::cout << "Vehicle : " << mobility>getExternalId() << " indiv offset is "<< individualOffset << std::endl;
203.
scheduleAt(simTime() + 0.005 + individualOffset, new cMessage); // l
ets start/schedule the waiting period # 1 default + : 0.000000000104
204.
}
205.
206.
}
207.
208.
209.
}
210.
void TraCIDemo11p::sendMessage(std::string blockedRoadId) {
211.
212.
sentMessage = true;
213.
214.
t_channel channel = dataOnSch ? type_SCH : type_CCH; // since via om
netpp.ini SCH is false - we are using CCH : channel for safety and channel mgmt
215.
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216.
WaveShortMessage* wsm = prepareWSM("data", dataLengthBits, channel,
dataPriority, -1,2);
217.
218.
wsm->setWsmData(blockedRoadId.c_str());
219.
220.
std::string text = mobility->getExternalId();
221.
222.
wsm->setWsmid(stoi(text)); // assign unique WSM message id
223.
224.
//std::cout << "Vehicle stopped with ID : " << text << " Sending WS
M with id: "<< wsm->getWsmid() << std::endl;
225.
226.
sendWSM(wsm);
227.
}
228.
229.
void TraCIDemo11p::receiveSignal(cComponent* source, simsignal_t signalID, c
Object* obj, cObject* details) {
230.
231.
Enter_Method_Silent();
232.
233.
if (signalID == mobilityStateChangedSignal) {
234.
handlePositionUpdate(obj);
235.
}
236.
else if (signalID == parkingStateChangedSignal) {
237.
handleParkingUpdate(obj);
238.
}
239.
}
240.
241.
void TraCIDemo11p::handleParkingUpdate(cObject* obj) {
242.
isParking = mobility->getParkingState();
243.
if (sendWhileParking == false) {
244.
if (isParking == true) {
245.
(FindModule<BaseConnectionManager*>::findGlobalModul
e())->unregisterNic(this->getParentModule()->getSubmodule("nic"));
246.
}
247.
else {
248.
Coord pos = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
249.
(FindModule<BaseConnectionManager*>::findGlobalModul
e())->registerNic(this->getParentModule()>getSubmodule("nic"), (ChannelAccess*) this->getP
250.
arentModule()->getSubmodule("nic")->getSubmodule("phy80211p"), &pos);
251.
}
252.
}
253.
}
254.
255.
void TraCIDemo11p::handlePositionUpdate(cObject* obj) {
256.
BaseWaveApplLayer::handlePositionUpdate(obj);
257.
258.
// stopped for for at least 10s?
259.
if (mobility->getSpeed() < 1) {
260.
if (simTime() - lastDroveAt >= 10) {
261.
findHost()>getDisplayString().updateWith("r=16,red"); // turns RED when stopped
262.
if (!sentMessage) sendMessage(mobility>getRoadId());
263.
}
264.
}
265.
else {
266.
lastDroveAt = simTime();
267.
}
268.
}
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269.
270.
void TraCIDemo11p::sendWSM(WaveShortMessage* wsm) {
271.
if (isParking && !sendWhileParking) return;
272.
sendDelayedDown(wsm,individualOffset); // where individualOffset = d
blrand() * maxOffset
273.
}
274.
275.
276.
/**************** CUSTOM FUNCTIONS
**************************************
*********************************/
277.
278.
void TraCIDemo11p::logFlows()
279.
{
280.
std::ofstream flows_file;
281.
282.
std::string csv_log = "/home/kumar/dataset/flows_" + mobility>getExternalId();
283.
284.
flows_file.open(csv_log);
285.
286.
for(std::map<std::string, int>::iterator it = in_flows.begin(); it != in
_flows.end(); it++)
287.
{
288.
int nump = it>second; // we care about the number of packets with this flow ID
289.
290.
mapFrequencies();
291.
292.
flows_file << it>first << "," << nump << "," << neighbors.size() << ","
293.
<< calcEntropy() << "," << sampled_flow.size()
294.
<< "," << numWSMs << endl;
295.
}
296.
297.
flows_file.close();
298.
}
299.
300.
void TraCIDemo11p::getRandomMapElements(std::map<std::string, int> items, do
uble percentage)
301.
{
302.
const size_t count = items.size();
303.
std::vector<bool> vec;
304.
305.
vec.resize(count); // all items in vec are "false"
306.
307.
size_t target = (size_t)(count * percentage); // actual number of items
to be extracted
308.
309.
if (target < 0)
310.
{
311.
target = 0;
312.
}
313.
else if (target > count)
314.
{
315.
target = count;
316.
}
317.
318.
// fill up the first TARGET count elements of the vector with true, the
rest are kept at false
319.
for (size_t i = 0; i < target; i++)
320.
{
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321.
322.
323.
324.
325.
326.
327.
328.
329.
330.
331.
332.
333.
334.
335.
336.
337.
338.
339.
340.

vec[i] = true;
}
// shuffle the boolean vector
for (size_t i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
bool val = vec[i];
size_t swap = rand() % count;
vec[i] = vec[swap];
vec[swap] = val;
}
// iterate over the vector and map together
std::map<std::string, int>::iterator itor = items.begin();
for (size_t i = 0; i < count; i++)
{
if (vec[i])
{
// itor->second is the number of sampled packets per each flow same as in in_flows & used in flowNumPackets

341.
342.
sampled_flow[itor->first] = itor->second;
343.
344.
// lets save the probability for the entropy calculation of thes
e samples
345.
// sampled_flow_percentages[itor->first] = percentage;
346.
}
347.
348.
itor++;
349.
}
350.
}
351.
352.
double TraCIDemo11p::calcEntropy()
353.
{
354.
double entropy = 0;
355.
356.
int i = 0;
357.
358.
// sum of product of probabilities and log2 of those probabilities
359.
for(std::map<std::string, double>::iterator it = sampled_flow_percentage
s.begin(); it != sampled_flow_percentages.end(); it++)
360.
{
361.
i++;
362.
363.
double p_i = it->second;
364.
365.
std::cout << "Percentage : " << p_i << endl;
366.
367.
entropy = entropy + (p_i * log2(p_i) );
368.
369.
//std::cout << "Entropy is : " << entropy << endl;
370.
371.
}
372.
373.
//std::cout << " Sampled flow size : " << sampled_flow_percentages.size(
) << " and size: " << i << endl;
374.
375.
entropy = entropy / log2(sampled_flow_percentages.size());
376.
377.
return -entropy;
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378.
}
379.
380.
381.
void TraCIDemo11p::mapFrequencies()
382.
{
383.
int total = 0;
384.
385.
for(std::map<std::string, double>::iterator it = sampled_flow.begin(); i
t != sampled_flow.end(); it++)
386.
{
387.
total = total + it>second; // let's count the number of all packets in this sample
388.
}
389.
390.
for(std::map<std::string, double>::iterator fit = sampled_flow.begin();
fit != sampled_flow.end(); fit++)
391.
{
392.
sampled_flow_percentages[fit->first] = fit->second / total ;
393.
394.
//std::cout<< "Flow string: " << fit>first << " Percentage: " << sampled_flow_percentages[fit->first] << endl;
395.
}
396.
397.
}
398.
399.
int TraCIDemo11p::flowNumPackets()
400.
{
401.
double z = 1.0; // threshold
402.
403.
double c = 0.5; // update each time
404.
405.
int n = 1;
// update each time
406.
407.
double p = 0;
408.
409.
for(std::map<std::string, int>::iterator it = in_flows.begin(); it != in
_flows.end(); it++)
410.
{
411.
int nump = it>second; // we care about the number of packets with this flow ID
412.
413.
if(nump <= z) // n does not matter here and we constantly select b
ased on c
414.
{
415.
p = c;
416.
417.
getRandomMapElements(in_flows, p); // but the problem is that
in_flows still keeps only uniques
418.
}
419.
else
420.
{
421.
p = z / (n * nump);
422.
423.
// we pass as a param all the incoming flows and the percentag
e of selection we would like
424.
getRandomMapElements(in_flows, p);
425.
}
426.
}
427.
428.
return 0;
429.
}
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430.
431.
double TraCIDemo11p::neighborDensity(){
432.
int num_cars = 0;
433.
double zone_area = 0;
434.
double zone_density = 0;
435.
436.
num_cars = neighbors.size();
437.
438.
zone_area = 3.14 * (max_r * max_r);
439.
440.
zone_density = (num_cars / zone_area) * 100000; // this to avoid decimal
s
441.
442.
return zone_density;
443.
}
444.
445.
void TraCIDemo11p::printWSMLog(){
446.
/*
447.
Prints the contents of the WSM log
448.
*/
449.
450.
std::cout << "Vehicle ID: " << mobility>getExternalId() << " has the following WSMs: " << std::endl;
451.
452.
for (std::vector<WaveShortMessage>::iterator it = msg_log.begin() ; it !
= msg_log.end(); ++it){
453.
std::cout << " WSM id: " << it>getWsmid() << " AND came from : " << it->getSenderAddress() << std::endl;
454.
}
455.
456.
}
457.
458.
int TraCIDemo11p::myDupWsmCount(WaveShortMessage* wsm){
459.
/*
460.
This function will scan the list of received wsms and return the count o
f wsms with this exact id
461.
*/
462.
463.
int count = 0;
464.
465.
for (std::vector<WaveShortMessage>::iterator it = msg_log.begin() ; it !
= msg_log.end(); ++it){
466.
if ( it->getWsmid() == wsm->getWsmid() && wsm>getSenderAddress() == stoi(mobility->getExternalId())) {
467.
count++;
468.
}
469.
}
470.
471.
return count;
472.
}
473.
474.
int TraCIDemo11p::dupWsmCount(WaveShortMessage* wsm){
475.
/*
476.
This function will scan the list of received wsms and return the count o
f wsms with this exact id
477.
*/
478.
479.
int count = 0;
480.
481.
for (std::vector<WaveShortMessage>::iterator it = msg_log.begin() ; it !
= msg_log.end(); ++it){
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482.
483.
484.
485.
486.
487.
488.
489.
490.
491.
492.
493.
494.
495.
496.
497.
498.
499.
500.
501.
502.

if ( it->getWsmid() == wsm->getWsmid()) {
count++;
}
}
return count;
}
double TraCIDemo11p::minPij(WaveShortMessage* wsm){
/*
*/
double min_p_ij = 0;
double tmp_p_ij = 0;
Coord temp_pos;
Coord wsm_pos;
wsm_pos = wsm->getSenderPos();
min_p_ij = weightedPersistence(wsm_pos); // this is the min pij for now

503.
504.
for (std::vector<WaveShortMessage>::iterator it = msg_log.begin() ; it !
= msg_log.end(); ++it){
505.
if ( it->getWsmid() == wsm->getWsmid()) {
506.
// found duplicate wsm
507.
temp_pos = it->getSenderPos();
508.
tmp_p_ij = weightedPersistence(temp_pos);
509.
if (tmp_p_ij < min_p_ij)
510.
min_p_ij = tmp_p_ij;
511.
}
512.
}
513.
514.
return min_p_ij;
515.
}
516.
517.
double TraCIDemo11p::nodeDistance(const Coord& remotePosition)
518.
{
519.
Coord currentPosition = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
520.
double d_ij = 0;
521.
522.
d_ij = currentPosition.distance(remotePosition);
523.
524.
return d_ij;
525.
}
526.
527.
double TraCIDemo11p::weightedPersistence(const Coord& remotePosition){
528.
/*
529.
Weighted p-persistance assigns higher Pij to nodes
530.
farther away from the broadcaster given the GPS info of the pkt hdr
531.
The bigger the Pij - the farther are the nodes
532.
When node j receives a packet from node i - it will check the packet ID
533.
and rebroadcast with probability Pij = Dij/R, where Dij - distance
534.
between the nodes i & j& R is average transmission range
535.
*/
536.
537.
Coord currentPosition = mobility->getCurrentPosition();
538.
539.
double p_ij = 0.0;
540.
double d_ij = 0;
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541.
542.
543.
544.
545.
546.
547.
548.
549.
550.
551.
552.
553.
554.
555.
556.
557.

double fp_ij = 1.0;
d_ij = currentPosition.distance(remotePosition);
if(d_ij <= 0)
return p_ij;
else if(d_ij > max_r)
{
numBeacons++;
return fp_ij;
}
p_ij = d_ij / max_r;
return p_ij;
}

MAC layer code changes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

double Mac1609_4::delayMean()
{
if (mac_delay.size() <= 0)
return 0;
double sum = std::accumulate(mac_delay.begin(), mac_delay.end(), 0.0);
double mean = sum / mac_delay.size();
return mean;
}
double Mac1609_4::delayStdev()
{
if (mac_delay.size() <= 0)
return 0;
double sum = std::accumulate(mac_delay.begin(), mac_delay.end(), 0.0);
double mean = sum / mac_delay.size();
std::vector<double> diff(mac_delay.size());
std::transform(mac_delay.begin(), mac_delay.end(), diff.begin(), std::bind2nd(s
td::minus<double>(), mean));

22.
23.

double sq_sum = std::inner_product(diff.begin(), diff.end(), diff.begin(), 0.0)
;

24.
double stdev = std::sqrt(sq_sum / mac_delay.size());
25.
26.
return stdev;
27. }
28.
29. bool Mac1609_4::checkFailSafe() {
30.
31.
double rb = 0;
32.
double score = 0;
33.
double score_lim = 0.4;
34.
int numBackoff = 0;
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35.
36.

for (std::map<t_channel,EDCA*>::iterator iter = myEDCA.begin(); iter != myEDCA.
end(); iter++) {
37.
numBackoff += iter->second->statsNumBackoff;
38.
}
39.
40.
if(statsSentPackets != 0)
41.
rb = statsReceivedBroadcasts / statsSentPackets;
42.
43.
if(rb > 0 && rb <= 1)
44.
score = score + 0.2;
45.
46.
if(numBackoff > 150)
47.
score = score + 0.2;
48.
49.
if(delayMean() > 50 && mac_delay.size() > 10) // hard coded value for now witho
ut stdev
50.
score = score + 0.2;
51.
52.
if(numBackoff > 300)
53.
std::cout << "Failsafe rb : " << rb << " Numbackoff " << numBackoff << " Mean: " << delayMean() << "
Score: "<< score << endl;
54.
55.
if(score > score_lim)
56.
fail_safe = true;
57.
else
58.
fail_safe = false;
59.
60.
return fail_safe;
61. }
62.
63. void Mac1609_4::finish() {
64.
//clean up queues.
65.
66.
for (std::map<t_channel,EDCA*>::iterator iter = myEDCA.begin(); iter != myE
DCA.end(); iter++) {
67.
statsNumInternalContention += iter->second>statsNumInternalContention;
68.
statsNumBackoff += iter->second->statsNumBackoff;
69.
statsSlotsBackoff += iter->second->statsSlotsBackoff;
70.
iter->second->cleanUp();
71.
delete iter->second;
72.
}
73.
74.
myEDCA.clear();
75.
76.
if (nextMacEvent->isScheduled()) {
77.
cancelAndDelete(nextMacEvent);
78.
}
79.
else {
80.
delete nextMacEvent;
81.
}
82.
if (nextChannelSwitch && nextChannelSwitch->isScheduled())
83.
cancelAndDelete(nextChannelSwitch);
84.
85.
double mac_delay_avg = accumulate( mac_delay.begin(), mac_delay.end(), 0.0)
/mac_delay.size();
86.
87.
//stats
88.
recordScalar("ReceivedUnicastPackets",statsReceivedPackets);
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89.
90.
91.
92.
93.

recordScalar("ReceivedBroadcasts",statsReceivedBroadcasts);
recordScalar("SentPackets",statsSentPackets);
recordScalar("SNIRLostPackets",statsSNIRLostPackets);
recordScalar("RXTXLostPackets",statsTXRXLostPackets);
recordScalar("TotalLostPackets",statsSNIRLostPackets+statsTXRXLostPackets);

94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

recordScalar("DroppedPacketsInMac",statsDroppedPackets);
recordScalar("TooLittleTime",statsNumTooLittleTime);
recordScalar("TimesIntoBackoff",statsNumBackoff);
recordScalar("SlotsBackoff",statsSlotsBackoff);
recordScalar("NumInternalContention",statsNumInternalContention);
recordScalar("totalBusyTime",statsTotalBusyTime.dbl());
recordScalar("AverageMacDelay", mac_delay_avg);
}

TensorFlow code
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

import
import
import
import
import
import
from
from
from
from
from

tensorflow as tf
pandas as pd
os
math
matplotlib
numpy as np

sklearn import metrics
sklearn.metrics import classification_report
sklearn.metrics import log_loss
sklearn.utils import shuffle
sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split

from matplotlib import cm
from matplotlib import gridspec
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
os.environ['TF_CPP_MIN_LOG_LEVEL'] = '2'

COLUMNS = ['numPackets', 'NeighborSize', 'Entropy', 'SampledFlowSize', 'AverageMacD
elay',
21.
'ReceivedBroadcasts', 'SentPackets', 'label']
22.
23. FEATURES = ['numPackets', 'NeighborSize', 'Entropy', 'SampledFlowSize', 'AverageMac
Delay',
24.
'ReceivedBroadcasts', 'SentPackets']
25.
26. continuous_features = [tf.feature_column.numeric_column(k) for k in FEATURES]
27.
28. LABEL= 'label'
29.
30. def get_input_fn(data_set, num_epochs=None, n_batch = 256, shuffle=True):
31.
return tf.estimator.inputs.pandas_input_fn(
32.
x=pd.DataFrame({k: data_set[k].values for k in FEATURES}),
33.
y = pd.Series(data_set[LABEL].values),
34.
batch_size=n_batch,
35.
num_epochs=num_epochs,
36.
shuffle=shuffle)
37.
38. PATH = "/root/tensor/final_dataset/dataset.small"
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39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.

df = pd.read_csv(PATH, skipinitialspace=True, names = COLUMNS, index_col=False)
df = shuffle(df)
df_train, df_test = train_test_split(df, test_size=0.2)
test_labels = df_test["label"]
print(test_labels)
model = tf.estimator.LinearClassifier(
n_classes = 2,
model_dir="ongoing/train",
feature_columns=continuous_features, optimizer=tf.train.FtrlOptimizer(
learning_rate=0.1,
l1_regularization_strength=0.9,
l2_regularization_strength=5))
model.train(input_fn=get_input_fn(df_train,
num_epochs=None,
n_batch = 32,
shuffle=False),
steps=400)
result = model.evaluate(input_fn=get_input_fn(df_test,
num_epochs=None,
n_batch = 32,
shuffle=False),
steps=400)
predictions = model.predict(input_fn=get_input_fn(df_test,
num_epochs=1,
n_batch = 32,
shuffle=False))

# print all probabilities for all rows of data [p1][p2] p1=belongs to class0, p2=belongs to class1
76. #for i, p in enumerate(predictions):
77. #
print("Prediction : {}, Probablities : {}".format(p["classes"], p["probabilitie
s"]))
78.
79. preds = []
80. for pred in list(predictions):
81.
preds.append(pred['class_ids'][0])
82.
83. #print(classification_report(test_labels, preds))
84. #print (log_loss(test_labels, preds))
85.
86. #predictions = np.array([item['probabilities'] for item in predictions])
87.
88. #print(predictions[:, 1])
89.
90. #vars = tf.trainable_variables()
91.
92. #print(vars)
93.
94. for key,value in sorted(result.items()):
95. print('%s: %s' % (key, value))

96. <?php
97.
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98. $file_in = $argv[1];
99. $file_out = $argv[2];
100. $file_flow = $argv[3];
101.
102. if(empty($file_in) OR empty($file_out))
103.
exit("Usage : program <param1> <param2> <param3> \n");
104.
105. $main_log_cnames = array('ExternalID', 'WMS_ID', 'senderAddress',
'Misbehavior', 'numPackets', 'NeighborSize', 'Entropy',
'SampledFlowSize', 'NumWSMs',
106. 'AverageMacDelay', 'ReceivedBroadcasts', 'SentPackets',
'SlotsBackoff', 'SNIRLostPackets', 'TimesIntoBackoff',
'TooLittleTime',
107. 'totalBusyTime', 'TotalLostPackets', 'busyTime', 'totalTime');
108.
109. $file_lines = file($file_in);
110. $i = 0;
111.
112. foreach ($file_lines as $line) {
113.
114.
$i++;
115.
116.
if($i == 1)
117.
{
118.
$names = explode(",", $line);
119.
//print_r($names);
120.
}
121.
else if($i == 2)
122.
{
123.
$vals = explode(",", $line);
124.
//print_r($vals);
125.
}
126. }
127.
128. $i = 0;
129.
130. for($k = 0; $k < count($vals); $k++)
131. {
132.
$names[$k] =
str_replace("/veins/examples/veins/results/nodebug-0.sca_nodebug-020190905-17:32:58-3240_RSUExampleScenario.node[", "Node[",
$names[$k]);
133.
$names[$k] = str_replace("appl_", "", $names[$k]);
134.
135.
$names[$k] = str_replace("nic.mac1609_4_", "", $names[$k]);
136.
$names[$k] = str_replace("nic.phy80211p_", "", $names[$k]);
137.
$names[$k] = str_replace("veinsmobility_", "", $names[$k]);
138. }
139.
140. // pick and print column names
141.
142. while($i < 29)
143. {
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144.
$cname = $names[$i];
145.
$i++;
146.
147.
// we want 9,
148.
149.
if($i < 9 OR $i == 10 OR $i == 11 OR $i == 13 OR $i == 14
OR $i == 23 OR $i == 24 OR $i == 25 OR $i == 26 OR $i == 27 OR $i ==
28)
150.
continue;
151.
152.
list($nodename, $column) = explode(".", $cname);
153.
print $column.",";
154. }
155.
156. $m = 0;
157. print "\n";
158. $post_stats = "";
159. $line_count = 0;
160.
161. $handle = fopen($file_out, 'a');
162.
163. $log_cnames = implode(",", $main_log_cnames);
164.
165. fwrite($handle, $log_cnames."\n");
166.
167. for($n = 0; $n < count($vals); $n++)
168. {
169.
$m++;
170.
171.
if($m < 9 OR $m == 10 OR $m == 11 OR $m == 13 OR $m == 14
OR $m == 23 OR $m == 24 OR $m == 25 OR $m == 26 OR $m == 27 OR $m ==
28)
172.
continue;
173.
174.
print $vals[$n];
175.
176.
// let's create a string to write to a final log file with
flow_* data
177.
178.
$post_stats = $post_stats.$vals[$n];
179.
180.
if($m == 29)
181.
{
182.
$m = 0;
183.
184.
// this means we finished reading another row and
will begin to process the next vehicle
185.
$flow_file_name = $file_flow.$line_count;
186.
$flow_lines = file($flow_file_name); // this is
just to read the flow data to combine with post_stats string
187.
188.
foreach ($flow_lines as $fline)
189.
{
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190.
$log_line =
trim($fline).",".trim($post_stats)."\n";
191.
fwrite($handle, $log_line);
192.
}
193.
194.
// let's increment the line count to proceed
195.
$line_count++;
196.
$post_stats = "";
197.
print " \n";
198.
}
199.
else
200.
{
201.
print ",";
202.
$post_stats = $post_stats.",";
203.
}
204. }
205.
206. fclose($handle);
207.
208. ?>
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